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PAUL C. BARTH
KILLS HIMSELF
Deposed Mayor of Louisville
Ends Embarrassment.
It Is liefieved Political Untaseteant-
ness Drove Chief Executit e
To Suicide.
HE (X)ALNIITTED DEED WITH ca-N
Leulavilte, Ky., Aug 21 ISpc-
clale---Former Mayor Paul C. Barth
*hot hiumelf at 11:45 o'clork today.
He died at 12:10. The suicide oc-
curred at the Utica Lime compens'a
stove at 421 West Main street. The
awful deed is aterlbuted to politica
embarrassment, following the out
tattling of the, city administration by
the court of appeals.
Alleged Bill Raisers.
Proseeution cif Edward Woe all
Jennie Clarke, colored, charged wit4
raising or causing to be passed a
raised bill, is. now in the hinds of
federal authorities. Mr. J. G. Donelia.
a United States secret service man
arriving and taking charge yesterday
• Realise of the case was set for 4
-yaw effti? b WO-7e
Commiesioner W. A. Girdner, but
postponement was ordered so as to
'procure more witnesses. The woman
confessed thee she gave the bill to
Scott with Instructions to pass it,
telling him of its nature
The Girl aud the Judge.
On complant made by Humane
Officer dap Toner to the condition
and seesduct of' Beulah Stna:lnian, a
gill residing at the "Roundtop•'
trouse near Sixth and F:ournos
streets,. CountyJudge R. T. Light-
foot ordered the girl irreueht befoe-
him for trial on the charge of in-
coreigtbility thfs nfeernman. She le"
said to be under 16 yeara of age. Situ-
has 4 widowed mother who was creed
for last winter by the Charity elute
'and is a daughter of Robert Smell--
man, deeeared, forme:' of Maine
Mills 0.
DIES FROM UNKNOWN
CAUSE IN PATROLt
Al Robertson, Colored, Ex.
pires Before the Hospital
is Reached.
Al Robertson, colored. died 01
-some unknowrt cause in the patrol
wagon while being hurried to River-
side hospital tb morning shortly be-
•
fore 6 o'clock. He died just before
the hospitel wes reached and watt ta-
ken to the Matta-tanager morgue.
Robertson resided near Teuth
street on iTaishington etreee He was
*bout 61 years old. When be arcise
this morn4ng to to to work at the
Bauer grocery, Ninth and Washing-
ton streets, -he toppled and ciseeght
himself to prevent a. fall.
Coroner Frank &atter held an in-
vestigatkm this morning and a .ver-
diet of "death ffom unknown cause'
was returned.
It is understood Robertson bold
more than enough- iussireance to bury
lernsel'he only near relatIvee he leaves
are several nieces. •
TOBACCO PLANTER
IS ALMOST KILLED
Sharp, Kee Aug. 21.—ISisecial
While working in hls• tobacco fled
after dark yesterday William Patina,
a prominent tobacco rals.er near
Sharp, stumbled over a stump, hid-
den by the, tobareo, and narrowly
eseeaped breaking his neck, and until
this morning was iinconecioes. Petie
la had a sprayer around his neck and
wee walkfng rup a-nd down the field
spraying the pants to kill the buge
The sprafer Is made of metal and,
when he fell the weight of the spray-
er and It positron nearly, ktlied
Another hien Was eforkinge. in the
• held strd not seeing PatIli‘earis4
bent to his assistance and carried
him to 'has home, where Dr. 0. A.
IlidNeIttarn was Called. This morning
rakIns, islifileedegnaeloiteiteea and he
i1'itf t& eitejptter.
WEATHER FORECAST.
•••••••,....1 1
CAA C,1T1311r.
rattly el fy, l'ospably thunder
showers tonight oir Thursday. High.
"St temperature yestenlay, 90; lovsest
today, 70.
BLEW SAVE.
Hubbard, O., lug. 21.—Eive
men Idea a este in the tare of _
the toterican sintering comipany
Int, miles frinti here this  rah-
nog mid secured 152041 and 4.14iCH11-
ed. The miff. aas blown throve:re
the door of 111t• °MeV building
14.141 prioctiviolly
WORRY KILLS.
New leek, .tug. 21.—Werry
over the eitiattorial statistic's.. it is
Isortfrve.1. by rik•mi.. tiluit..u-
ed ill,' de-arts of 8rthur 8. Hoe'-
u4 atuor.1.-eitai/winse Wan.
Hosasettian Ing.
elitIlliry borne. HoUsetniiii was
known as one of J. le.eforgeinet
brokese.
JUI1N;E:
(les etan.l.
suit Court Judge James I', Tar-
tin, of l'ovinglea, Ky.. died at
Illollenden hide! 3esterday. He
vial. 17 %ears °Wand had suffered
front asthma fair year+.
810111s.
Parket•tturg. W. fa.. tug. 21.
dental of In., !tlinv
acme.« the street fctou polies.
heoakrturtert. was burgiarized
haw Teglit, and geld and dentist
heerunietios It, the %Able 'if $40a
stolen.
LOST IN .81.I'S.
New York, Aug. 21.-4:mut-
est Amin is reit tolbly by SIM-
%WI MacMillan fOr the safety of
his beefier, Frames. the famous
young violinist, repelled to be
lest its the Alpe. No further word
_has collie today atiol only scant
details wen- in the ceblegrans
received by the lirothe•r Imo
night
STRIKERS. WAIT
ON MANAGER DALE
Clarkssile, Tenn., Aug 21,
clel..)—After being informed
strike situation, Green Dale, sou of
Mr, Bud Dale, proprietor of the New
Richmond House, Paducah, returned
to his home this-morning, convinced
apparently, that things had been miss
repreeented i Mee Mr. pale, who
is a first-class telegraph operator,
was employed by the Western Union
Telegraph company at $150 a month
to take charge of this office. It is
understood air. Dale was told the lo-
cal manager left on ascount of sick-
ness. At any rate, when Mr. Dale
reached Clarksville he found the
office closed. He took poasemeon and
opened for busluess. Before he had
been in (eh office many hourly a dozen
striking telegraph operators Waited
on him and Informed him that no one
was eick, but that the office was
closed by a walk-out. Polisemen
steely the croed gather at the west-
ern Union office investigated, but no
vicrtence was offered. Mr.' Dale
elosed the office and thersrlis no one
In charge today.
leo 
Spe-
of the
Tries to S711.4. !tat L. Loses Life,
Kent-nein. Wis.. Aug. 21..---Steve
McCloskey. aged 24, of Racine, today
gave Up his life in an effort to save a
tames hat. McCloakey was riding'on
the platform 'olu riffrectt. ear. in-dills
hat blew off. Withdut seegtng to
stop the car, he jumped titter the text
and fell on a brick pavement. leis
skull was frectured.
iltsm-ausl {{revs leeittelen.
Iteelikend Beek' Wag arrested this
al-tense^ riearited with 141•And Istee-
ny. He is ellegee have steien brass
and :eon pipe to !lie VA 'lie Of more
than 421s, from the aicKinnie Ve-
neer ItIld Picknge Annoany's plint.
LEECH IS CAUGHT
IN SAN ANTONIO
Identified There By Detective
Thomas Moore.
WiSinell in This City and Eiseehere
on Charge t,f Swindling
Hotels,
CHATTANOOGA Plo;01.1.E 11E.V.
•
Henry Leech, alias "W. 1'. Leek,"
wanted in Paducah for obtaining
money by false pretenses, and said
to be wanted in Chattanooga, Teun.,
New Madrid, Mo., and various other
places where he lb alleged to have
worked various subterfuges to secure
money, is under.arrest at San An-
tonio, 'Tex , and will be returned to
Paducah as soon as requisition pa-
pers are secured, which will require
several days. Leech's arrest is due
eutliely to the grit of Col Bud Dale,
from whom he secured $2ets with a
bogus check Leech was arrested sev-
eral days ago in San Antonio and
Detectite Moore weut down Sunday
to ideutify hint. He arrived this
morning and telegraphed that he had
fully idenlified the prisoner.
Leech appeared at the New Rich-
719.nd-engtoile
Dale, at4c1 registered under the name'
of W. T., Leek; July 20. He- was
well dreseed; and appeared to be
prosperous.. Claiming that he had
du-alt extensively In lands in Okla-
homa, and had sold the city of Okla-
homa a trite for its court house, he
filled -out a draft on an Oklahoma
City bank for $1.2a4 and permitted
Dale and others to see him mall it.
Desiring to secure money with which-
to buy stOck, he asked Col. Dale to
endorse a cheek for MO. which the
accommodating hotel pl:Ppeletor did
The next day. July 22. Leech skipped
out. and Dale soon found thy" he
had been "stung" agate. Determined
to catch the man, Dale spent $170 in
mailing postal cards and in sending
detectives and policemen about hunt-
ing the fugitive. In the meantime
Word was received here that Leech
had secured aloe from railroad ot
tiers ha Chattanooga, Tenn., by false
representation, and had also secured
loans of various amounts in New
Madrid, Mo , alleging he had money
coming from Oklahoma City,
LOUISVILLE'S POLICE
CAPTAIN AT FAULT
Let Will Love
lion of Detective Will
Baker.
Fully exonerated from all rumored
charges on the streets since he re-
turned without Will Love from Louis-
ville, Detective Will Baker stands to-
day,. A letter received Gilt morning
from Chief of Police J. H. Hager, of
the Louisville force, explains eel:tile-
itly the conduct of Detective Baker,
and of his own men, the Warne being
placed with members of the Louis-
ville force altegether.
Detective Will Baker was sent to
Louisville to arrest Will Love, recce:
nIsed as a witness In the Huge Boyle
liquor eagle in police court. He
caught Love, but the latter got away
through the ignorance of se Louis-
ville police captain. Detectige Baker
remained in Louisville to make fur-
ther., attempts to secure his man, but
Love had escaped to-Jeffersonville.
In the letter received this morn-
ing Chief Hager states that 
CaptainMeyers, of the night force, pe mitted
Love to go free through a misunder-
standing of his authteity. Meyers
Is one of the new then installed, the
result of the recent shakeup. '
Hager instructed his men to ar-
rest Love as Soon as he returned to.
Kentucky, and turn bins over to
either Detective Baker or Officer
reeepeter. The--latter secured hi
but Love broke and -ran, eseaping.
Chief Hager regrets the occurence
and lays it entirele to the ignorance
of the new captain.
• Her Niece Seriously (11..
Mrs, L. B. Ragan -receis'ed a mes-
sage this morning Moaning her of
the sellouts Illnessof her niece, Missa
fitivens, of Lexington, of blood
poisoning, caused by cutting her hand
On bfOken glass.
•
Memphis. He fell In 20 fees of ea-
ter, Mid as he could not swim, it Is
sealed ha__ drowned __beau_ _Did
ould get to him, as workmen saw
hitif fall. 'Tin' hotly has net been re-
covered. lila father' and heather-in
law, S. .1. ferrington, left early this
morning for Memphis. •
Mr. Stewart, eate 2,1 years old, and
was a yOutig insist Of excetigat liebItil,;
land his mane friends' were. shocked
'to hear the news. of hie sudden
,death. He has been W011cing in tite
government boat 'tor six weeks.. ,
1 efeardee his neelter and flither..Mt.
Stewart was v. eiVea tat* yesterday
afternoon by his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Crittendoe Stewart, residing 7 tie
miles trent Paducah on the Metropo-
HON. A. E. WILLSON
1'.11-44;LI, Pi lir tor 0.‘
Who Opened Me Campaign
at Maysville.
GOES TO NEW YORK
TO HANDLE STRIKE
President Small of Telegraph-
ers' l'uion Decides,
•
Associated Pless Decline., To Yield To
liesiumeis or leased Wire
Mese : I
NO SETTLEMENT IS IN SIfiNT.
Chicage, Aug. :el.—Claiming Ilia
gri,ii‘est strength of any time since
the strike began, telegrapher% today
III-dart' false stool malicious reports
i.1 the etreet that they are dissatisfied
alit, the atrike and %tilling Iii .ret urn
to work.
-24 .
as
NO WEATHER REPOIti.
the-ago, .tsig.
1411:11. itrostration I.f telegraph sertico
in the northwest nits shoosit ae singituk
at. the hoard of trade epened today.
The gl I% ci111114•111 a its Able to reach
eitly tee points ois the a-teacher list,
whelp it Melly posis on flit bonsd
Of trade. The monts reached are
tteoneetatt, Minis., and so. Paul.
\ea tarok. .tug. 2i.—\.'a York
l'ity islil he the hat tkl• ground on
it hick the telegrapin-rs' union will
'"1ight Priestern 'union ina Metal
I loalkiosii, artoroliotag to. oe statement
tit 4 i4it at headquarters todas.
The striker., have established i, le-
gni sieeartment for the purpose of
collecting es-khalif-to aga ilast Ole 111111-.
pithy its the 4 .frort to stitaiUlate 143tal
.1411011 Iowans( them.
IN DUNGEON AGAINHigh School Classmen Engage
FOR HIS DISORDERS
In Scrimmage in School Tower •
While the sAlool trustees were the Imes Later members of the
passing resolutions of protest in the
basement of the Washinkton build-
ing, members of the High school
classes of Me and '09 were struggling
in the attic for posseesion of the
Go to Mortifica.- pennant whIsh the class of '419 held
hoisted on the flagstaff _above the
tower. One of the struggling young-
lags of '09 returned and tore half
thezepennunt away. It was found after
the '09 'boys had scaled the tower and
the 14-foot flagstaff above, that the
staff was affected with dry rot, and
that it supported the weight of the
tasty yoottis is a wonder .ta the
school authorities. Barred windows
and doors mid hatshways will prevent
titers shoved his leg through the future danger.
ceiling of the third floor, but no no- When lered Hoye:- went to the cu-
ttee war tale n of the affair, Until pole after the a eebo rd mting:to get
Mn. If. R. Robcrtson,e formerly a
Member of the hoard, who was {mess-
ing, saw a niateh-struck In the attic
autetelfeehoned Supterintendent O'er-
na.; The latter rilseatched Fred
}toyer, superintendent ef buildings
to the arctic of' action and he rou.ted
the boys down the lei boys !started
down in scheme-, but they concealed
thernsielvee and waited. Mr. Royer
went to the top and cense down with
the em boy s ahe went home, eend
were under the fliterp salon the otherir
had gene also.
EDWARD STEWART FELL 'Stewart icae.s three sisters:
M 
Misses
' Gladys and ary .etewart, and 'Mrs.
OFF GOVERNMENT BOAT s. Rillineten, and- Messrs. Roy,
Brown and Rudy eieware
Drowned in Harbor
phis in Twbnty Feet of
Water.
Definite arrameeeente for the
at mem. Innersl cannot be Mad. entil-the re-
covery' of the hope, bet she burial
will be held in MT Zion cemetery,
end the Rev. T. B .11,»Ise, of 'Lone
Oak, wile preach the emeriti. mr.
Stewart was a eh-tench member of the
Baptist chill-eh.
,NeWa of ere drowning of Edward pivMed t 
ISS
hi
 •Cis:a a tbrts,ertilSto).(wmarl;
from Evansvile.
W.. W. Hoskins Returns to City
Hall and Raises a Dis•
turbance.
. W. W. Hoskins again lanteilehes itt
tele deneeen of the city sate He le
:attested hy Chief of Police James Col
!tins, City .Jailer Tom Evitts, Deter-
itive Wil: Baker and Patrolmen Cross,
IJohneog, Wood and Rouse as the
toughest proposition they ever went
up against. How long he will remaei
!In the dungeon reels with Po:itte
!Ledge D. A. Cross, who desires to
. teach ---
Hosk!ris kicked Patrolman Elijah
Crosts in the head at the Union Sta.
!eon after being arrested, and caused
Ian sorts of trouble. He is a one-leg-
ged itinerant, {treater, and because
maimed condition, Pollee Judge
0, A s- . Cros was discspsed to be lent-
t
eat, letting him off yesterday with a
!reprimand and orders to leave-eown
Teeter Hoskins appeared again, an
;wanted to take charge of the - cits
hall, It -required 'the combined
'strength of (eity Jailer Evitts and De-
tective Baker to ream him down-
stairs. Hoskins wields- his crutchee
with effect, and it was necessary It
-disarm him. Again he. wits. placed in
sister, at-- thy dungetln all day yetterday and
.10 0e-ewe-ea8t night. This morning he was not
brought Into court for trial, and may
have to lie its his dark prison all day.
• • •
lia and Masfield road. ita noon to- PLOT TO IASSAS-SINATE
day the fames received a king dist- BY FRENCH TROOPS
KING CARLOS LEARNEDafire telephone - message that- the ,
young man Isms drowned off a govern-
ment dredge boat yesterday after- London. Aug
goon at 2:30 o'clock in the harbor at-troops have def.aese (0
nadaee, engaged et p •.,1 aIt.
foreign uprising, al'I 111-111!1;!
peter to the Cen-frat. Nee s
Tangier, Aug. 21e-- Itste•Flous na-
tives suffered a great loss atilt s. v. ral
of their vilIagee were burned peel
Footed In metier attack on Criss
Bja,nea.•
Ittirglerit attempted to break into
Teitsidehee Of Mr, Fred Hoyer, but
West Trimble street, but were fright-
ened away, by .111Matee before en-
trant-ere-se lieeesee.
21.---An extensive
Ring Carlos and
it 7- I' rut- was discovered to-
• -ter te. ettel:replogion -or a nom in
he tenenient district of , the city.
rrwo persons' were killed, two fatally
.injured by the eeplosiou. As a result
the arrested la ' people. Thee
,ite sonfined on a cruiser on the
'rages leer. Many inerineesating.pa-
--• tw I'M found -40. ••
••
.•
Mr. ere) M. Robert' Phillips and
Mrs Josephine Jacobs left today co -
'New York, and from there they wIlf
In Canada for three weeks.
'New York, Aug. 21 President
Small, of the (7ommerclal Tele-
graphers' Union of America, will
-erne to New York next Sunday and
rake personal charge of the strike
stronghold here. The announcement,
whites was made by Deputy President
.Percy Thoniss, was . greeted with
rheers by the strikers who showed
is much determination coda; as they
did on the day they deserted the
We-stern Union and Postal offices in a
body.
Ouatreak at l'hiettgoo.
rile-ago, Aug. 21 There will be
no strikeeof the lonr historic,. tele-
phone men. This morning the Amer-
ican Telegraph company signed an
egreement employing union teperatore
.it an Increase of -10 to 15 per cent
end recognition of the eight-hour
fay. •
Important developments marked
he telegraphers4 strike today. )116ost
interesting was the indication that
the railroad' operators might lie
forced to joie the Walkout.
This condition was brought about
by the announcement by General Su-
perintendent W. 1. Capen, of the
Postal' Telegraph company, Who said
that his company had resumed tee-
graphic communication with all
polies in Canada. Aj union head-
quarters it wino said that It this were
'rue, it might percipitate the strike
et railroad operators. which Is op;
posed by the telegraphers. The Ca-
(Continued on page 4e)
MRS. GARDNER DIES
AT HOME AT LOWES
• Mrs. letenda Gardner d ed thlai
morning of infirmities at 7 - 30
o'clock at the huniesof her Pon, eon-
nle Gardner, of !Awes, Mrs. Gardner
was 80 years old, -and most of her
'ire was spent in Graves count)-. She
wae the mother of Mrs. J. W. Boren,
60 South Fourth street, of this
city, awl Mrs. Gardner often visited
friends"aand relatives in this city. Her
husirand has been dead for many
;ears, and she leaves the following
children: G. le Gardner, of Colum-
bus; Sqnnie Gardner, of Lowe'. apti
Mrs. W. a Horner, of Mayfield. Mr.
lardner lived a Christian life and
was much interested In church work.
The funeral and burial will be held
tomornew afternoon in Mayfield.
EDDY SUIT IS ENDED
AND NO INQUISITION'
Cotienede
relight ..be 2,14alei friends" against the
estate of Mrs. ?Atty, head of the
Christian Science church, was formal-
ly withdrawn today end furblier pro-
ceeding to determine her mental con-
fifteen descontinned
MOO TIM
INSECT STINGS
MOSQUITO AND CHIGGER BITES
Relieved Quickly By
Paracam ph
First Aid to the Injured
DRAWS OUT THE POISON
STOPS INFLAMMATION
Paracamph Soap will keep your Skin Clear and Cool
DIGGING FoR .t I•EOR.
---
It Made a feve-Foot Hole in the
• Earth at thuaha.
Omaha, N. h , A eg. el.—Fifty, et ..-
dents of Creighton uneerety are die-
ging in the swami* of Eitel Omaha
for an immense meteor which fell
there last eight, The eork is being
done under the eapervisien of the.
astrononileal department of the uni-
versity, and when recovered the me-
teor will be placed in the museum of
that school.
The meteor flashed across the
heavens shortly after 10 o'clock Wed-
nesday night, and the Impact with the
earth was felt all over East Omeha.
---ifestereiiir-nrwrialar-rirw-arrtw-wend by
the meteor in the soft earth was
found. It is fire feet deep. The Odes
caved in able• et. nee, or and its
depth is une
'•••••••
Notice.
The marble, granite and stone thin
of J. E, Williamson and tern. Lydon,
heretofore doing business under the
firm name of J. E. Williamson & Co.,
iets day diseolved by mutual con-
Win. Lydon retiring from the
afoltsaid this.
It. reafttr the business will be con-
ducted le J. E. Williamson under the
same out title of 4 E. 
Williamson &
Co., at the same Old wand, No. 16-
el e-e2e North Third street. Padu-
cah, Ky.
J. E. Williamson & Co., aeeuni, -
all liabilities aud collects all be,- I
due the aforesaid firm. BASEBALL NEWS
This 16th day of August, 1907.
(S(gued) J. E. WILLIAMSON.
ee-Wille-byfittNee
MAY RE SEEN JUST BleleOltE
DAWN IN EASTERN SKIES.
tiTE' MITT(' AtTEVENINS. SU'S
SWIFTS COMET !Keep Your • MAIL POUCH.
Bowels Open
telly Appears Every 1:3u ream at
Given Poine--Leaves Trail
of Meteors.
It is a uoticeable fact, and one which
any dector will verify that people who
stiffer most often from disease are the
°Pet who have the most difficulty in
keeping tbear bowels open. Regular
bowel action is half the battle of health.
People who have a tendency to con-
stipation must of necessity use something
to help nature ptIong. This should not
ben violent aid like salts or purgative
welters, cathtertie pills or poirders, but a
syrup liquid that will oil the intestines
and tnembranes that it comes in contactEarly risere, up just before with. •Children, women and weak
Peep of dawn in Paducah will be re- Pe0Pie Eviaerally should never be given a
warded by set in the unusual sight inn,fivifyosrieelte ist weztrispethe s3:istem.auseAudthieL
of a comet which only appears at v. relief/S(11201Y for that day and then the retie-
given point once in every 120 yearet
known as Swift's comet.
Astronomers had declared ,that the
comet would be followed by a trail ot
meteorites as the tiny hot particle.,
It throws off are cooled but these
were only visible to the eye as a milky
trail streaming out Lehlud the comet-
pi
Swift's cumet cevouples 120 years
in circling Its orblt ar.d it will be
75 eears, or in 1952, before the heal
of the comet is due to come near the
earth again. When it came the last
time the sky was made so bright at
night that a newspaper could be road
by the light. At ?resent appearance
the coenet is not visible about half
way between the zenith end the hori-
zon to the east. It Woes like an ex-
traordlifary bright. etar, but as to
failing meteors trailing behind and
burning by reasou of their rapid
scent through the earth e atm
phere there appear to the eye of the
observer only v. bright trilll of light
looking from a :rest distance to be
not more than four inches wide and
a foot long, Otherwise Swift's visit-
or can hardly be seen without tbe
aid of a teleseowe.
The Lore not only loves a cheer-
ful giver; he let, s a giver of good
cheer.
!filsING, ailments 'from which most mothers
' suffer, can be avoided by the use of
And many other painful and serious
"Netter's Frisel." This great remedy
T is a God-send to women, carryingthem through their most criticalordeal with safety and no pain.
i No woman who uses 'Mother's Friend" need fear the suffering
and danger incident to birth; for it robs the ordeal of its horror
and insures safety to life of mother and child, and leaves her in
a condition more favorable to speedy recovery. The child is
' good 4 atured. Our book
[ also healthy, strong and MOTHER'S
"Motherhood," is worth
its wcight in gold to every
woman, and will be sent free in plain
envelope by addressing application to
Brifiedeld Regulator Co. Atlanta, Ga.
!BREAS
MIEN 
A
IThe Best Carriage
Service in Paducah
You eet handsome, %vel
appointed carriages
when I serve you. We
give pro= personal at-
tention at all times.'
1-1ARRY ANDERSON, PH ON E 9 1 5
I
A Man is Known by the Tele=
phone He Keeps
Paducah people demand the best and we meet the
demands of the best people.
EAST TENNES§tLEPHONE CO.
We Use the King of All
-Bosom Ironers.-7Why?
First—Because it irons smoothly, not rough.
Second—The button holes or stud holes match.
Third—Negligee shlrte with buttons are ironed perfectly
and without injury.
Fourth—It irons either stiff or plaited bosoms like new, and
the "hump" so often seen is missing.
— -No-other -.like it in— West -Kentucky,- -Satisfy yoars,-if by
sanding us your laundry.
STA R UNDRY
-Both Phones 200. 120 North Fourth St.
National League,
R 'E
Boston  9
fttsburg 8 6 0
R 11 E
New York '' 7 1
Chicago . •  6 13 e
R R • It
Brooklyn*.  9 14 2
Cincinnati  3 11 1
RUE
Philadelphia    1 6 2
St. Louis   3 e I
Detroit
American Leagrae 
E
 3 1 1
Boston .. .0 6 0
St, Louis
New York
a
Cleveland__
Washington 
R H E
 3 10 3
 6 19 0
RUE
3 1
0 4 0
Second ganic:
I •
R 1fl H-
1 4 0
  1 10 e
the seventh inning on
account of darkness.
RUE
ehicago 4 7 0
Philadelphia 1 5 1
Cleveland 
Washington 
Called in
'the
weak st▪ esimek. b
tkaezztv * any eit uvesesiiesentow diseiutairA bottle coals Salt.  eentsjitgesedtuict4 .buaurestiavesteeny
Mee It ter In the biXase
for ssele nestled SA some
time or smattair of Me Walls.Dr. Luella V Ms "Plea mpgdastrwhas k law Woman • Home of CliZ=of Dr. in= bealth tif the usewhenever a stom.
eidite01141 brown°. to alas a 'other is sastiathe Home. Ous *bottle
roussenteday aid waft ate pretest Aid Per-
kkaktutt results.
tiowobassetsisinnaLtIdedyouisarae eproomrseuetubtiltructorritx.s_
'live tome like Dr. Caldwell's Syrup Pees*.
Pestle have been usicia It for sixteen yeas
eat it is being better liked by mere people every
75S F. pxoTtieet is east it ttl.s a waal. Iii. aseutt4vre se sure
• t email. liversoar Monaca.mad b IMI
Anonynitist, better,
An anonymous letter received by
Sheriff John Ogilvie written from
Metropolis, Ill., says that a party of
men and women congregate on the
Kveitckv- side of the Ohio every Sun-
day 'and gamble and commit imrnor-
;City.
Newest Novelties In
Leather
Goods
We are showing some very
striking ideas in Ladies'
Novelty Leather Goods—
purses, poeket;books, wrist
bags, card eases, coin purses.
in seal, alligator and all the
other now fashionable leath-
ers. It's aidisplay well worth
seeing and the prices will
prove particularly interesting.
10c to $7
Will J. Gilbert
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No. 77.
Ageht TniFtiffeltiat Allettieltt -
• thindiell
IFREE.11.,,,hmTSITer.re.", sa:......941tZet
illiVryst optlectages. Mist bill et/tome _ a
&Tr. 1111WHIP 111.1111Vm tiars salt. ssamilse Rs. 17.-ialriestilla Os
PEPSIN SUM IIIIII.
1010alewell Bldg., Maatloslie, Ill.
DOCTORS
ENJOY DAY AT METROPOLIS
LANDING TOGETHER.
Tee Extellent itddneses, Lots of Fun
and Floe Picnic Dinner-the Program.
Yeaterday at Metropolis Landing
the last open air meeting of Mc-
Cracken County Medical society this
season was turned into a big picnic
social, and proved more enjoyable
than anticipated. Rural physicians
with their wires, feentis, and' fami-
lies, went over land in beggles. as
did several Paducah doctors; but the
tuljerity of Paduceh physicians went
in the gasoline launch "Speedwell."
The features of the meeting were
speeches . by Senator J. Wheeler
Campbell oft "Medic-al Juriepru-
denev," and Dr. H. P. Sights, who
made a short but excellent address. A
big picnic dinner was eremjee.
Those In attendance from Paducah
Were Drs. H. P. Sights, Earl Weeks,
Carl M. sears, Horace Rivers, 0, It.
Kidd, B. B. Griffeth and daughter,
and Miss Florence Loeb; L. Edwin
Young, L. L. Smith, J. B. Arree,
Misses Hargis endeizer, of River-
side Hospital corps.
Aftwrit a's Caries era.
Mee percentage of people, even of
those who feel an interest in wild ani-
mal life, really 'know that the largest
flesh eating animals in the world are
foetid in America? People generally
believe, and have believed for ages.
that the African lion is the king of
beasts. But he Is not nearly as large
or as powerful an animal as the large
brownobear of subarctic America. The
hears are not as ferocious or com-
bative as the lions, nor ate they
nearly as vicious as they areegiven
credit for being, but the largest of
ehetn .are Much larger and more pow-
erful then any of the lions. It is safe
to say that-the largest of the brown
bears of the north would weigh three
times as much a* the largest spec
men of lion, and is beyond all ques-
tion greatly superitrrehretrength.
Compering these two powerful an:-
male In action if brought together in
combat the bear would at first appear
clumsy. It wetted not be capable of
the quick rush 'or the catlike spring
ice the lion. It would not tfttack, but
would remain entirely on the defen-
sive, . meeting its adversarw with
blows of mud) rapidity and terra"
force as at once to illustrate its me
periority not only in Strength but in
action. do not be)leve that there is
an animal in the world that can act
more quickly, or effectively or can
aim its blows with greater certainty
than the bear.
The large brown bears of - the
Alsace peninsula south Qt Bering_ sea
are among the largest in the world,
and it le evident that there is no part
of jhe world outside of America in
which such large flesh eating animals
are found. The bears are flee* eaters
or.earnivorons, yet there' artruone
them thatedeptend neon Peel' for food.
and wtth most of them flesh corn-
Prises bet_ 8 Smell percentage of _their
food. •
The large brown bears of the north
and those of the Alaska peninsula
usually travel to bite sea when first
leaving hibernation.
Mrs. Frost—They Amy *Ur new m te,
ipetecind uteri: - In mixed- ine-taPhotP.1
Mrs. Snow—Ain't tbat'Allrendfill! My
hnehanet says etstreesetttelt--- better nil
WE.DNESDAY, •AVOrlit 21.
OONTAINING VALUADI I M tit,
a NIAY HIVE LIKEN STOLEN.
M011ei and Regleterod Letters Said
To Have 'eel' Taken Betweeu
Denved and Omaha.
Omaha; Aug, 21.--Two.pouches of
registered Avail, said to have con-
tained a very large sum of money,
are believed to have been etolen front
Burlington train No. 2 between Den-
ver and. Omaha on the night of Au-
gust 15., The matter has been known
to the' postoMce officials several days
but it was not made public until to-
day. Secret service men are working
day and night to locate the missing
pouches which are believed to have
contained $100,000 although one re-
•
port places it at twice that amount.
After •a day's stand, the river be-
gan to fall slowly yesterday and this
morning the guage registered a full
of .1 since yesterday. The weather
was cloudy, but all packets had good
business.
The Chattanooga arrived today
from the Tennessee river with
good trip.
The Bob Dudley was let Jab the
river this afternoon from the dry
dock,. and until 6 o'clock received
freight, when she will leave for the
Cumberland river. The Dunbar went
out In her place and she Is at the
wharf now.
Yesterday morning as the Royal
ass backing out from Goicohda start-
ing on her trip to this city, her right
a.xa pin broke sad -411A.14ar Wink eel
ihder head was burst. Before the
Imat Was stopped the cross head and
piston head were also broken, and
it will be ten days before she will be
ready to resume her trips. It Is un-
derstood the J. B. Richardson will
make the regular trips to Golconda,
until the damage is repaired.
The Emma brought two barges
from Mound City today and they will
be taken out on the dry docks. The
barges belong to the Fletcher Sand
company.
The Clyde had a big trip of freight
this trip end she was loading freight
all day' for her trip up the river. She
will leave at 6 o'clock.
The Emerson show boat is at the
Farley landing in Meehanicsburg, and
will show tonight. The show has
been here once this season, but the
shows are having a hard time in the
south this year, and all are playing
on the Ohio or tributaries. The Ern
erson show will go up the Tennessee
river.
The Dick Fowler left this morning
for Cairo on time with a big trip.
both of passengers and freight.
Eisenbarth & Henderson'e show
boat will be here August 27. and tic
her-e for some time. Owing to the
hard ason the boat will remain
here for several weeks. After crops
are harvested business may be bet-
ter and the boat will remain here for
g while.
Rivermen had a sight of old times
this morning when an old saw mill
was loaded on the Clyde. The mill
has the appearance of having seen
hard eery lee. It is the property of
Dr. T. Felix Couraud's
ORIENTAL
WET POWDER
A pure. antisep-
Toilet Powder
for infants and
Exqui-
sitely perfnmod,
ecnders an clot&
I,.tit complexion
a tel. keeps the skin
clear, stet and
velvety. Relieves
sk. irritate .n And
should he used
f'-l7 after esth-
ete rind rearing,
giving a deight-
fel and refreshing
effect. At deal-
er. or by mad, tee
rents Box. Pre-
pare] by
FRO. T. HOPKINS, N.Y. CITY,
ProPretor of 11OURAUD'S ORIENTAL CREAM
SALE AND PZIDOWAXNULD DY
M'PHERMON'S DRUG STORE.
fFLOWERS
Fir beautifying your yards and
estimates on flower beds we
will call and nee you. Phone
Schmatis Bros_ for the largest
and most complete stock of
flower's and plants in the 'city.
Free delivery to any
part of the oltz,
SCHMAUS ISRO§:
Both PPanoss 192.
Perfect
Womanhood
The greatest menace to woman'e
permaneut happiness in life is the
suffering that comes from some de.
rengement of the feminine organs.
Many thousands of women have
realized this too late to save their
health, barely in time to save their
Lives.
To be a snecessful wife, to retain
the love and admiration of her hus-
band, should be a woman's constant
study.
If a woman finds that her ener-
giesare flagging, that she gets easily
tired, dark shadows appear under
her eves, she has backache, head-
ache, 'bearing-down bensations, nee-
yousnese, irregularities or the
"blues," she should start at once to
build up her system by a tonic with
specific) powers, such as
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
the great wornan's remedy for womanise's, made only of roots and herbs.
It cures Female Complaints, such as Dragging Sensations, Weak
Back, Falling and Displacements. Inflammation and Ulceration. and all
Organic Diseases, and is invaluable in the Change of Life. It dissolves
and Expels Tumors at an early stage. Subdnes Faintness. Nervous
Prostretion, Exhaustion, and strengthens and tones the Stomach. Cures
Headache, General Debility, Indigestion, and invigoraees the whole
female sysemr. It is an excellent remedy for derangements of the
Kidneys in either sex.
the Pioneer Pole and Shaft company,
and the mill hmi• been in Helena,
Ark., but was shipped here from
Jackson by rail. For 30 days e
car was lost on the road amon 
/
g t e
tongested freight cars. The mill
billed for Peters landing cei the Ten-
nessee river, end it will be in the
heart of a timber section. One en-
gine local mauufacturer who is accusedwas put across the head of the
Clyde, but the other edgine was load-
?if forging the names of farmers to
ed on a barge, with all the saws and
other apparatus.
The Joe Fowler was the Evansville
packet today, and a good consign-
ment of freight was at the wharf for
the boat.
OFFER IWO FOR DECATUR MAN.
Baukers P.agrr to rapture Felix R.
Tate, Act-well of Forgery.
_ Decatur, Ill., Aug. 21—The Illinois
Bankers' association has employe.'
detectives and has offered C410 re-
ward for the arrest of Felts B. Tate,
notes and selling the paper to Che
cage, banks. Tate fled Two weeks ago
and no dew to his vrhedeabouts has
flieen found.
--
lee. slue -rant anxe for results.
eep Posted!
World's happenings, State, National and Foreign,
Markets, Sports, Etc. The following papers de-
livered each day. No extra charge for delivery.
The Courierelournal
The Commercial-A ppeal
The Record- I !cried
The lilobe-1 henocrat
The Post-teepee:it
The News-SM nli tar
The Star eh rue tele
Louisville Times
St. Louis Republic
Chicago Examiner
Oh totem Tribune
Nashville American
Cincinnati Enquirer
Chicago Daily News
JOHN WILHELM, Local Circulator
_,,egi%ter Office, 523 Broadway
4
•
Prize Waltz
At Wallace Park
A prize will be awarded to the best lady
dancer attending the dance at Wallace Park Pa-
villion Monday night, August 26th.
Notice to Customers
All buzz fans to be rewound
for the new current should be
at our office, 496 lifoadway,
before Septe r 1. A charge
of $4 each wil made for all
fans sent in t be rewound
after that date.
The Paducati Light & Power Co.
Incorporated.)
;'
•
4
•
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ROAD COMMITTEE
OF FISCAL COURT
Makes a Report (7oncerning
County Conditions.
„., eloreufe Station mud to
the Clinton road down ('lintou road
to Nether, thence back on Clinton
road to Paducah.
On Jttly 23e1 we went out the Pool
road by the union depot to the May•-
.fleld gravel road to the Houser road,
thence the Houser road to Florence
,Station road, thence on the Mayfield
road to the 'Bryant road. Over the
i Bryant road to the Houser road.I
gravel road, then to town. The thence to the middle Mayeeld road to
• Noble road is 0 new road and one lPadueah.Full Text of Commune ado') From
that has been quiet expensive to the) July 24th we went out the Love-eitgietrates Who tad. Itediete eounty at the present time, not tray-hiceville road to Blandville road,Hon. 
, led a east deal, but promises to be
t 
thence to Highland church road,
• 'RECOMMENDED CERTAIN WORK
daeeville and ed e ewe,
reed, back on this road to ()viten
Landing road, thence on Ogden Laud-
ing road to, Cunningham road, thence
en Cunningham road to Lovelace-
vide and Metropolis road to Metropo-
lis lake. We then crossed over to
Metropolis and Mayfield road, went
over same to river, retraced back to
the Noble road, went over same to
the Broadfoot road to the Cairo
a very important road, as it cute the
distance of travelers between Padu-
cah and Metropolis four miles shorter
and at the same time goes through
a rieh section of land in McCracken
..ourity. On this, the Noble road, we
Your cotnmittce started on its in. found very long wooden bridge In
spection of 34,Cracken county loads te.mel shape, also much levy Work to
on July 9, lee7. We started down make this road so that it can be tray-
the Cairo road. This being a eled all the year through; will stillgraved
road we found same in first-clam con-
dition. The bridge ricer Perkina'
creek is in fair condition and will
hardly need any repairs this yead
We left the gravel road at about two
miles from LaMout, went onednile be-
low LaMout mud took the Clark line
roads where we found Mr. Tapp with
a erew of meu working this road.
From this road we went to the Wren
Cook road, to the Cairo road, then
retraced to Clark line road to Kevii,
from Kevil to-Woodville, from Wood-
ville on Weodviiie and New liberty
road to Ogden Landing road, then on
Ogden road to Joppa road; thence on
Joppa Lauding te New Liberty church
these roads all being dirt roads. We
found thtin in excellent condition,
even though very little work had
been dope on theta this year.
On July 10 we went to Joppa
Landink road to the Ohio river and
the same road to Balihrd county hoe.
We found about 1 4 miles' of this
road cut out badly by a creek along
Fide of the road. No doubt the coun-
ty will have to buy more riebt-ofewne
i&ke.111.e_t442/.1dAr,Ez am
road we wed?' to the Ingleside and
Ragland road to Ragland; thence on
Ogden Landing road to Dallard coun-
ty and retraced to tiro Landing
road, on which 'Se went to the river.
At the river on the Cairo landing road
we found a contention about the end
of the road passing to the river. There
are two roads, one old and one new.
'The old road has been ,closed by
fence and tele new road opened is
nearly Impaeeable. The old road is in
better shape but cannot be traveled
on acoount of it being closed by fence.
These ebatested roads' are front the
hill at high water mark to bed of
rived. The 'road supervisor cahnbf
fiud a record of either of these roads
ever being opened by the county, the
(minty having no right of way to
-e low bottoms. The cOmmittee
mould suggeet that the Cairo rood be
worked no further than high water
mark at the top of the bills. Retrac-
ing back to Ogden hied road, we went
over same to hiaxoti Mills to Padu-
cah. The conditions of all these
roads we found in excellent condition,
being nearly all' dirt roads, having
been worked very little title year.
On July .12 went mit the Hinkle-
ville grovel road to Olive church road
over to the Cairo gravel road, oui the
Cairo road to end of gravel, then on
the dirt road to the Woodville road,
out Woodville road to the Baldney
road, Baldney road to the Clark line
road. Retraced same back to Wood-
ville road to Marshall road over Mat-
shall road to Clark line road, from
Clark line to Rosington and Bethel
church road, thence retrafed this
rcetcl to the Dale road, over Dale road
to the Cunningham road to Wood-
ville road, thence on lial-dney road, to
_ Ingleside to Grahamville road, over
some to the Lovelace road to Ogelee
Landing road, coming towards town
to end of gravel.
July 13 we went the Cairo road
fron: Maxon Mills to Woodville road
th,, • en Woodville road to Love-_
them•e tc LoyelaceVille, road to the
Clive: church road to the Blandville
rued, theuce to Massa(' church road
to Mayffelk and Metropolis road to
Blandville road, thence to the Hines
road, thence to the Lovelaceville
road to the Bill Smith road to Love-
laceville road to Paducah. Nearly
all the roads 1VV- went over this day
were gravel roads.
take considerable more expense. Toe July 25th we went out the Mayfield
bring it above high water will take a
great deal more expense and levy
uork, which will cost the county
about $.1,000.1•0 more On the Cun-
ningham. road we found the wooden
bridge in bad thape, but same has
since bee, rep:died on this road. A
lot of levy work is needed, and to put
this above high water so that it can
be traveled all the year will take
about ile4o.00. The two roads, the
Cuunineharn and Noble road, are
good traveling and in good shape at
this time of the year.
On Joey 176th wd started out Love-
lac:01,111e gravel road to Afton Lieights
road, out Fame to Pine road and
Afton Heights roads to Buckner lane
school house road, thence Buckner
lane and Lang to Hanson and Wil-
liams road to Olivet church road,
from Olivet church road to Ilinkre-
ellle road. to Cairo road, thence on
Cairo road to Lovelaceville and Me-
tropolis road, thence on LovetacevIlle
to Florence Station road, thence to
Clinton road to Paducah. We find
the lever near Mel iver cling* teed
toe and below high water and should
be eleveled. One of the bridges should,
be replaced with a new iron bridge.
It would be eeonorny to put this kind
of a bridge there.
On July 17th we went out the
Lovelaceville road, to Blanchville
gravel road, on same to Friendship
church and Potter road, thence Buck-
ner Lane road to °Jived church read.
thence Olivet church road to mane-
ville road, thence Blandville road to
Maylield and dietropolis road to the
Lightfoot road, thence over Lightfoot
road to Fisher school house and
Mount Olivet road, over that road to
the Cairo road, retracing this road to
the Blandville road. Next on the
Fdarmers road, thence on the Harris
road to Lovelaceville and Metropolis
road, thence to Blandville road. Qn
the Blandville road we found one bad
bridge and the creek cutting away
the end of the levy. This is the Rob-
(neon bridge the one that Esquire
Gholson mentioned in our last meet-
ing. This bridge will have to be re-
placed by a dew one at an early date.
We also fled the road will have to he
straightened out-and a small rtght-of-
way purchased acrd la the (either of a
field and a small amount of levy work
will have to be done.
July leth we went out the Bland-
vine road from Lovelaceville and Me-
tropolis road to Balkird county line,
retraced back to Lovelaceville and
Metropolis road to the Childers road.
The Childers matted a pew road and
dvery rough one and is traveled very
little. -From the Childers road we
went out the Blandville road to. the
(Dotson road over the same to the
Lovelaceville road to the Mayfield
and Metropolis road we found the
(doming very bad. °Ye- Massa, creek
at this polot a new right-of-way will
have to be purchased and consider-
able levy work will have to be done.
• On July 224 we wanteet-the Love-
laceville road to the Mayfield and Me-
tropolis need, thence out the Love-
ANNUAL ErfCCUORNiON RATES
Great Reductions on Summer Shoes
WE want to reduce our stocks to make room forFall Goods and, as you know the great values
We offer in these sales, you should be quick to
profit by them. •
FOR THU L,AI)1E7.8
Joliet Foster's $5.00 Patent Kid ps  $4 00
John Foster's poo Patent Kid ........... . 4 00
John Foster's $1.00 Patent Kid Oxfords _ 3 CO
Regent $3 56 Patent Kid Two Hutton .2 50
Regent $350 Gun Metal Pomp ................. ......... ...... ..... 2 00
$2 50 Patent Riblxin .. , ..   2.00
$2.80 Patent Kid Tip Oxfords 1 50
20 per cent reduction on all Ladies' White Canvas Oxfords.
Equally as greet reductions on Men's and Children's Shoes,
' Above Pricers Are Cash.
doCHRAIV SHOE CO.
405 BROAOWAY.
the roads . °ether the
great &moue( of work that has been
done„believe that your road elver-
Niger, Bert Johnson, has spent., the
money allowed by the road fund In
la careful, tecunotuical. holiest Way,
ithat each district gotteu its Just
I
share of the amount of work done.
road to the Burger road, thelice on
the Lovelaceville road to Lone Oak.
taking the lierndon school house and
Friendship church road. This is a
beautiful scenic road, all graveled,
but one 'Mistake, entirely too narrow,
hardly being wide tnough for two
yeeleles to pass. Front this road we
wItnt on to the Mayfield gravel road
to the Whitlock read to the, other
side of the Houser road; we found
die Whitiook road one that is trav-
eled very little, Its usefulness is
limited ton account of the very steep
hills; we found some of the bills
nearly impossible to go down. To
make this road passable it will be
qttite expensive, as many hills will
have to be cut down. From this road
We went on the Houser road to
Bonds Station road, then to Mayfield
gravel road to Wadesboro road to
Graves county line. Croesed over to
Oak Station road, thence to Bolin
Ford road to Renton road to Padu-
cah. We found the bridge On Oaks
Station road in very bad condition.
the caps, poets and sills getting_rot-
ten antrready WI down.
On July 26th we -went out the
Benton road to Clarks Ferry road.
retraced, meld out Benton road to
Epperson road, circled to Benton
road, then out Benton road to Cal-
vert City road to county line. We
find on the Calvert City road near
the Marshall county line the road
needs about five hundred feet of levy
work. We understand that Marshall
county is about to build two miles of
gravel 'road to the end of this road
to conneet with our road, and this
levy filled out will make this a first-
class gravel rand for travel in that
section to Paducah. We retraced the
Calvert 'City road eone mile to the
Bryant road. We west on the same
to the corner of the three rounties--
McCracken, Marshall and Gravee,
retraced back again to Roper
Mills road, thence to _said road to
Graves county line, thence back to
Benton county line, thence back to
Benton gravel road home. The said
roads needs about three hundred
feet of levy work near Graves county
line.
On July 30th we Went out Benton
•
toad to Oaks Station road, thence to
the Lydon road. This is a new road
and is traveled very little, but a road
in good condition, being new. From
the Lydon road we went to the Hus-
bands road to within one mile of
Wadesboro road. The Husbands road
le one that is not completed. It still
needs about one mile of levy started
but not finished. The bridges are
built but levies unfinished. We be-
lieve that when this road is com-
pleted it will be one of the most trav-
eled roads in McCracken county, it
being four miles shorter from Mar-
shall and Graves counties than any
other road in that section. We also
found part of the Oaks Station road
near town very low and fiat and
there should be some way to drain
the water from the sides of the road.
We next took the Lane road train
1Husbande back to the Mayfield ravel
road back home. The Lane road will
!some day call for et high bridge over
Plsiand creek.
During out trip_we found Mr. Tapp
working road near 34eleer and Mr.
Hooker working road near Massac.
On all the roads we traveled with
the exception of unfinished part of
the Husband road and the steep hills
of the Whitlook road we did not find
a place that could not be easily trav-
eled. Some of the roads show slight
wear, but there has - been very Wilt(
work done on them this year. Con-
sheering I think the roads are in eel.
eillent condition. We found sev-
eral of the small wooden celverts in
bad order and believe that the same
should be replaced with concrete or
earthen pipe.. No doubt they•will be
cheapem Id the long ruin especially
at the high price Weber Is selling
for and the inferior quality of lumber
,e1111 are Turiiishing the - larger 
WeWe believe that '11cCraeken county
sh ny ows up better than a in the ,state
in good roads and road wort. WI
have better roads Ind more of them
and we hope the Eighth district grill
come up as liberally with donations
as the other three districts have.
They have nearly all level..roads and
when same are graveled they will
have th• banner district in the coute
ty, We agree with the supervisor in
his recommendation of less work on
dirt roads and build more concrete
sewers and bridge's.
The following items were given us
by the assessor and the count e super-
visor. We find the fifth district has:
Fifth district, 134 toilet; gravel
read and 3'h% dirt road.
teeth dtetrict, has 67% miles gravel
road and 40'; dirt road.
Seventh district has 17 %4 miles
gravel road and 71% dirt road.
Eighth Oki let has 24 miles
Yowl and 720e, dirt road.
The different districts assisted by
donating cash help and teams to the
value in building gravel roads: -
Fifth diStrict help amounted to
4411.61; sixth distiiet, 15211.67,
seventh district, 47S1.28; eighth dis-
trict, nothing.
Eighth-district gave no help or do-
nations.
The following is the number of
acres in each distrlet
in the fifth district there are 17965
acres; sixth district, 36350; seventh
district, 315S14. eighth distritt, 3644:IS
The assessed value of each district
and the amount texedegor Acre are:
Fifth district, 292764.00, assessed
per acre, $16.29.
Sixth district, C45328.00, assessed
per acre, $16.65.
Sete 5th - district. 4/3 203.00 , as-
seesed per acre, $22.11.
Eighth district, 532312.00, as-
sessed per sere, $15.17.
J. J. BLEICH,
GEORGE BROADFOOT,
OSCAR RA W [NOON.
To the Honorable Judge and Fiscal
Court:
ri1 IOW I submit to your honorable
body some of the permanent work I
did in the years et 1904. 19.05, 19,06
as follows.,to Wit: 57.5 Mile. of dirt
roads, two iron bridges, replaced in
lieu of wooden culverts, 244 stone
pipe sewers, 7 large concrete sewers,
New dirt roads in districts: Fifth
district, 1.5 miles; sixth district, 14
miles; seventh dietriet, 19 miles:
eighth district. el miles.
The amount expended In either dis-
trict excepting the new gravel roads:
1904—Fifth district, $1.574.26:
setth district, $4.930.22; seventh dis-
trict, $4.327.52; eighth district,
14,315.23.
P505—Fifth distriet, $3,173.01:
sixth district. $3,919.12: seventh dis-
trict, $5.227.041; eighth district, $5,-
256.44. -
if/OA—Fink district $4,e30.11;
sixth district, $6,950.20: seventh dis-
triet, $5,s19.40; eighth district, $5,-
On Joppa Landing road in the
eighth district, one levee; Lovelace-
vine and Metropolis road. one levee,
In the eighth district; Woodville and
New Liberty road, one levee, in the
eighth district; Clinton road, one
levee, sixth district; Bowland Ford
road, one iron bridge, cost of $5,000,
fifth district: Mayfleld gravel road.
one iron bridge, cost Of $525.00, built
In Paducah. sixth dlettict.
I think the fiscal court should do
less work on the dirt roads and build
more concrete sewers and bridges,
something that will last. The lumber
you get will not last but a short time
and are always getting out of fix.
The dirt roads you can spend $2,004
a year on them and at the end of 241
years you will have the same roads
without any belled  than the
beginneng,dso you see you havcespent
$20,00,0 and have not Improy_ed your
roads any in the eo years. You bave
the same old muddy roads in the
winter time.
E. B. JOHNSON.
Road Supervisor.
"Everyteely Should Know"
says C. G. Hays, a prominent husinesit
man of Bluff, Mo., that Biteitien's Ar-
atm Salve IS the gnickest sad surest
healing salve ever applied to a sore,
bffre or soend, or to a cash of piles. there are many waterfalls, and s
I've used It And kno* what !mtalk- last the ing-about." Guar all drug- anteed by 
spring is reached, the sour,
of this clear stream.glen. 
Everything is absolutely rustic. v
cup hangs on a tree' for the wete
walker to take a drink from 11
sparkling stream of this pure watt',
"Oh, this is as cold as fee water.
and. isn't it clear!" is the usual ex-
eta/nation. _ 
!
The forest is so dense that ye
can't gee 'the sun except a glint.. or
now an then. It seems to . he''
been preserved just as it came froi
the hands of nature.
This pathway leads on and on 'id.
ward the steep hillside --you cat. d
divine 'where--until--at las. Just sal
Send a Copy of
THE DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50
WE are making a special mailingrate of $2,50, payable in ad-
vance, for The Daily Sun, which af-
fords you.an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely
with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.
Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once. ,
•
Getting Close to Nature.
Roaring Brook, Mich., Aug. 1-1
Mr Editor:
Here 1 am way up in Michigan to-
wards the north pole, on little Trav-
erse bay, where we Wear overcoats
in the day and sleep tinder heavy
"kiver" at night----47 in the shade
this morning.
If one should sweat up here they
'would think he was sick and would
send for the doctor.
This bay is truly beautiful, some
seven to ten mile's wide and about
the shape of a letter U.—often as
blue as indigo, but as changeable as
the glow of the sunshine.
It Is surrounded by Moe sand hill..
covered by towering pines, ceders.
white birch and firs, but there are
situated here and there - towns and
villages around the entire bay to
Which suburban trains are run every-
few minutes, carrying the thousands
of tourists who visit this cool clitnete.
There is Petoskey of 600 inhabi-
tants, Bay View, Harbor Springs,
Harbor Point, Weguetonsing and
some others whose Indian names r
would not undertake to pronouue.•
let alone spell.
One of the chief attractions of all
the resorts is at this almost inde-
scribable place, Roaring Brook. Im-
agine a long lam, railroad right e;
way, stripped of its timber, walled
In by a screen of almost inpenetrable
forest and the railroad bending up
and down over the undulating grades
until it scents to end in the distance
into a sharp curve, with a Tittle rus-
tic depot. "The gittite off place,'" no
house in sight, end you will see-Roar-
ing Brook (that is, a part of-it). A
narrow pathway leads from the little
depot by and across a streani that
flows out of the deep forest, its wa-
ters as elem. as crystal.
This pathway winds around in its
stirpentine course through the deep
dark woods over rustle bridges up
and- up the over-towering hill---you
can't see where, the pines, firs, ar-
borvitaos and white birch trees are
so thick. Old pine logs Ile in a tcc
'led mass covered with moss e
theyehad fallen-years ago. This le
tle narrow pathway winds along 1,
and across Roaring. Brook, whel
More Nature Faking.
The ostrich, hotly pursued by the
lion, stick its head in the sand.
Instantly the lien stopped.
"I've chased all kinds of animated
freaks in the jungles and on the
plains," soliloquized the king of
eigetit should be iron. There is one besets; "but this is the fine time, PAT
'tug we noticed; wheidever a great help 'me, I ever saw a three-logged
my of the farmers need new fences animal!"
.tend of putting them on the line Fearing a trick of some .kind, the
mere the old fence stood they put lion turned tall and fled ignomini-
i,,tre out ,on the road; and We be- ously.
iveasured wfll find they have takan The Ten-Curumatatments oleo little you resell the top yea emerge
..ve if the roads for right-of-wsT
count), property. trouble to people who do not_ want to front of a large white hotel—Ti"
The committee after going over all get around them. las—with its green lawn and floweri
beds, a great place for the resorters
Who hate become tired of city life
and want to rest.
A narrow road winds along the
Margtn of the high bill where wild
cherry trees grow on either side hang
ing full of red cherries, away above
the tall pine trees that cover the hill-
side, and now here spread out in the
distance far bek•lv is Little Traverse
bay with its white sails and numer-
ous boats. Here you can see the bay
in all of its glory, stretching far away
out into the "unsettled sea" of Lake
Michigan.
Emergent from this road is Lov-
er's Lane. "the most beautiful, if pos-
sible, and the tuost rustic of all." It
einds its way throngh and impene-
trable forest as wild as a wilderness,
and is 'only a few feet in width. Rus-
tic seats are found here and there —
a green screen of tvoilete, er oven -up-
ping trees completely overshadow
thits•thtie 'winding pathway. One not
familiar with it will conclude that he
or she is lost and begins to wonder if
it will ever end. But it is so beauti-
ful that one almost loses his identity
in gazing on the unsurpassed wilder--
nese and grandeur of the Scene Here
is truly a spot where one may think
and write and dream, aid in this pure
cold air, for a while at least. forget
the troubles end sorrows of a weary
life. If you don't believe it, Just
route and try it, but bring along
Iplenty of cash to pay expenses
W. D. GREEK .
"Remise as late Sun"
et an expression as old as the race.
No doubt the rising and setting of
the sun is the Most regularperform-
ance in the universe, unless It Is the
action of the liver and bowels when
regulated with Dr. King's New Life
Pills. Guaranteed by all druggists.
gitc.
Mary couldn't take that outing
trig) without her husband.
.Why not?
All her waists button down the
hack.-- Cleveland Plain Te•
_
1LATEST AND BEST BOOKS
AND THE NEWEST SHEET MUSIC
-3-----For the—
Always Call on
D. E. WILSON
The 1:342nok sand Ikluatic;
WE have just received a large assortmentof new music and it contains the
_coming "flits" for the fall season.
Our assortment of Popular Fiction is the
largest and best in the city.
_ Remember, we Cut prices, and sell regular $1 50 books for $1 W.
"YOU ARE LUCKY"
If you don't have a rainy— day. Hatless, trouble—
you can't tell just whittled! happen.
If you haven't any money what are you going to
dot •
You won't miss a little out of each - week's earn-
ings. Figure out just how much you Can spare.'
Open an account with us and protect yourself
against the rainy day in the future. We pay' 4 per
cent. ou deposits.
Mechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
211 liread*sy
•
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AFTERNOON AND WEEKLY
THE SUN PUBLISNINOCO.
INCoRPORATED
Ie. IL FIS/tEtt. President.
IL J. PAXToN, General Manager.
Entered at the postoMc• at Paduon&.
Ky., as second clans matter.
SVINICHIPTION RATESs
TIDO DAILY IV&
Sty carrier, per week  .10
By rhea. per month in adVancs... .25
by, Lusa, ner year. in advance—. $2.50
THE Witir-KLY SUN
Per year, by mall. postage paid.. $1.00
Address THE Strl.f. Paducah, Ky.
Odle*, 115 South Third. Phone III
Payne & Young, Chicago and Dew
Turk, representatives.
THE SUN can be found at the follow-
trig places.
R. B. Clements & Co.
Van Culln Bros.
Palmer }louse.
John Wilhelm.
ail 1)\P'"uti, Attila! 21.
CIRCULATION STATEMENT.
S.
(Pr.
July, 11007.
1 3920 17 3903
2 3395 18 3906
I  3895 19 3914
5
'
'
i
 3906 20 3929
6 3q14 22 3929
7 3999 23 3923
9 3994 24 3930
10 3990 25 3919
11 3878 26 3930
12 3935 27 3938
33 3918 29 3905
15 3911 30 3899
16 3900 31  3833
Total 101.923
July average  8,920
Personally appeared before rue,
this August 2, 1907, E. J. Paxton,
general manager of The Sun, who
affirms that the above statement of
the circulation of The Sun for the
month of July, 1907, is true to the
be of his k'newledge and belief.
PESTER PURYEAR.
Notary Ptinite. -
My commission expires January
22, 1908.
Sc Daily Thought.
"A man has Almost learned to live'
when be has solved the problem of
his leisure "
THE REPUBLICAN TICKET.
For Governer—Augustus E. Will-
son, of isorisville.
For Lieutenant Governor—W. H.
Cox, of Mason county.
For Attorney General—James
Breathitt, of Christian county.
For Auditor—Frank P. James, of
Mercer county.
For Treasurer—Capt. Edwin Far-
ley, of McCracken county.
For Secretary of State—Dr. Ben
L. Bruner, of Hart county. .
For Superintendent of Public In-
structimi—J. B. -..:rabbe of Boyd
(founts!.
For Commissioner of Agriculture
C. Rankin, of Henry county.
For Clerk of Court of Appeaki—
Napier Adams, of Pulaski county.
For Legislature—George 0. Mc-
groom.
Mayor James P. Smith
City Attorney....Arthur Y. Martin
CA* Treasurer John J. Dorian
City Clerk George Lehnhard
City Jailer George Andrecht
City Tax Assessor...Harlan Griffith
.Aldermen—T. C. Leech, Harry R.
Hank, G. M. Oeleschlaeger, Jr., C.
H. Chamblin, W. T. Miller.
Councilmen— Second ward, Al E.
Young; Third ward, C. L. Van Me-
ter; Fourth ward F. S. Johnston;
Fifth ward, S. A. Hill, Frank Ma).
er; Sixth ward, W. L. Bower.
School Trustees— First ward, W. M.
Karnes; Second ward, W. J. Hills;
Third ward, II. 8. Wells and
J. H. Garrison; Fourth ward,
Dr. C. G. Warner and C. G. Kel-
ly: Fifth ward, . I. 0. Walker;
Sixth ward. J. C. Farley and Ed
Morris.
Exceedingly interesting is the
ilsiirge Of the missionary that France
deliberately stirred up the Moors to
rebel and alauglered men, women
and children to til-Ther her project
44 exploiting that African State for
her own benefit; but histortril'facts
are against this supposition, al-
though there is a poseibility coupled
with France's well known desires,
which Germany frustrated, necessi-
tating the Algeciras convention.
.The setnees have been in hot water
so long, it seems logical.
One Bonaparte had his Waterloo;
the American Bonaparte :teems to
have met his watered stock.
s _
THE CITY ATTORNEY.
Too little thought Is given to the
problems of the police court by citi-
zens generally, who seem to judge
the tribunal by the limited scope and
subordinate character of Its juriedic-
tion, neglecting the fact, that 90 per
cent. of its 41114e8 get no higher, and
practically every law breaker, small
and great, In the city facet] the police
judge before he goes to the circuit
court.
Could lawbreakers combine to
elect a judge or cjty attorney, who
represents the people In prneeentiObe
in that tribunal; thee would hevde. &-
great advantage; for their made-
enactors could/ be oriv*Ildi in a hun-
dred ways, that wouldollir come to
view, except on the el investiga-
Von; and in the scores and scores of
1.4,44.• +ea. ra4/0/1‘,- ACV,
1
i.-al•es that come iip, that is tnaultestlY
impossible. The courts are the only
institutions the predatory classes
fear.
The' fact that the police court
stands on the frontier of orgaulatei
society, the couctnnitant of the po-
lice department, meeting the brunt of
the raids of the lawless and daring,
makes its just and conscientious ad-
ministration all the more necessary
for the protection of the inhabitants
of the city and the purity of public
morals. It is just as important to
have the right kind of man for pros-
ecutor as to have the right kind of
man for judge. Unless lawbreakers
are vigorously prosecuted, the tricks
and schemes that are constantly be-
ing played in a court, that must nec-
essarily work rapidly, will succeed,
and the very worst malefactors will
escape their just punishment, and
the discouragetuent of their prac-
tices.
A capable lawyer and a sincere
man, not a mere imlitietan,seeking
to placate the very people he is call-
ed upon to prosecute, is needed to
represent  the  city  in the _pollee court.
It is a pleasure to consider the can-
4:daeS of such a man as Arthur Y
Martin. He is young, capable, intel-
lectual, clean, honest and fearlessly
aspiring to a reputation in his pro-
reasion and in the community, not
bidding for votes. Self-protection
and the welfare of the young men of
the pay, demand more consideration
of the kind of men we put in charge
of the police court.
Superintendent Hoyer has eittsed
the hatches to prevent '08 boys dis-
turb.ng the '09 nag; but we have
et to witness the spectacle of Mr.
Huyer shinning up the flag staff af-
ter the crimson pennant.
Now, what ivda there in Roose-
velt's Pilgrim apeech to bull the
stock market' In substance the
speet-h was a reiteration of his well
known He will hew to the
elie will -pursue slela criatinaide
and protect the righteous corpora-
times He deprecated the howl of
the mob, as much as he does the
cry of predatory wealth. He has
plenty of the Puritan "iron" in his
makeup, if be is southern and Dutch
ip ancestry; and there will be no re-
lenting in the prosecution of illegal
and baneful combinations.
THE SOUTH AND THE NATION.
In hie splendid appeal to the citi-
zenship of the south to &weft itself,
Hon. A E. Willson, Republican can-
didate for governor, emphasized a
point Tha Sun hinted at not long
since, in the declaration that the Re-
publicans of the south would again
next year name the next president,
something the Democracy of the
same section has been struggling in
vain to do for 40 years. Under the
bane of the "solid south" the Democ-
racy of this section has subordinated
itself to the leadership of the doubt-
ful states, until her leading expo-
nents, are gradually being limited to
the class that discuss local, sectional
issues to catch votes, and go to con-
gress under false pretenses, content-
ed to hold their seats, impotent and
voiceless in national councils.
Naturally, Dtspocratic fepresenta-
eves are not likely to receive
sderation at the hands of a Repub-
lican national administration, espe-
cially when their constituents have
the reputation for voting the ticket
straight, regardless of the character
of men nominated and the method of
their nomination. Vigorous Democra-
cy from those states where a constant
struggle for supremacy keeps
the leaders • in condition, is
not likely to accord much attention
to the demands of a section, that will
go Democratic, whether or no.
I'nder the de-nationalizing influ-
ence of this "party regularity" Wade
Hampton and his followers in South
Carolina were unseated by the clan
of Tillman. John Sharp Williams, of
Mississippi, will eventually be 'drag-
ged down by - the Vardaman power.
The men that made Kentucky famoin
for oratory and statesmanship have
given way- to mere politicians.
More than that, southern Democra-
cy Is the spine of a Marty with which
it has no sympathy. The natural con-
servatism of this section, steeped In
the purest American traditions, can
have no share in the frenzy of popu-
item that has driven mad the western
Democracy. Southern Democrats are
voting in the name of Jefferson and
strengthening the hand of Bryan.
The west dictates the policy alid the
south furnishes the votes. And all
this tithe it is apparent that the north
and welt are solidifying for the par-
ty of progress. Washington is con-
stantly Icoking -to the south to see
If there is a chance to breakthe solid
vote. When a southern state sgoes Tte-
publleatvvighe -vvitt reap a reward of
public improvement that will be an
object lesson to the country.- He'r
sons will be honored, and above all
—her leaders ' will assume their
wonted place at the helm of the ship
of ,state. Democracy was a vital force,
party of progress. when the sonth
first began voting that tieket, a Yell
different thing from Demeeracy, of
today,
It is fortunate for the average mg
that he doesn't have to pay east for
the advice his wffe bands him.
6
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MANY ARE KILLED
IN MINE HORROR
Chinese Disaster Reported in
German Capital.
Eighteen Preach Wyrkinen FrU
EisAl Stories anti A1.- Hurled
tinier fluilduag.
EXPLOSIONS KILLS N t HERS.
- Miming Disaster.
Berlin, Aug. 21.—A terrible min-
ing disaster has occurred in China
resulting in the death of about 125
persons, including two German engi-
neers. An explosion caused the ,dis-
aster, according to inforniation re
today_
1/4 Workmen
Lille, France, Aug. al.—Eighteen
worknieu are believed to have lost
their lives today by the collapse of a
liouee on which they were working on
the eighth story. When the building
collapse they were burled to the
earth edit buried. Several bodies have
been recovered.
New York Fatality.
New York, Aug. 21. Three per-
sons were fatally injured and 15 se-
riously as the result of an explosion,
which occurred this afternoon at the
Manhattan Dye Works. The building
caught fire and was bada damaged.
In Railroad Wreck.
St. Louis, Aug. 21. -Officials of
the Iron MotIntain railroad say one
was killed when the passenger train
was ditched at Alice, Ark , lest night
one -was injured.
TOWN 140 RICH IT, 
LEVIES NO TAX.
•
Profits From Light Plant and Interest
Run M unicipalit y.
Wheeling, Aug. 21.—Harrisville
the county seat of Ritchie county.
will be without any municipal taxa-
tion this year for the first time in the
old town's history. The announce-
ment has just been made by the
mayor, Romeo H. Freer, a former at-
torney general of the state. Harris-
vale owns its own .electric lighting
piantt, and the profit from its opera.-
Hon combined with the interest on
the town's money in banks will afford
ample revenue for all estimated mu-
nicipal expense, so that no corporate
tax will be laid. No other town in
West Virginia ever enjoyed this dis-
tinction.
Wire* Working.
Indianapolis, Aug. 21.-- Indiana
state c:rcrit of the Associated Press,
resumed their regular leased were
service today, both day and night, all
operators repotting back for ditty.
Inevitable.
To reign in swell society
She strove, as women mi.s4.
Her husband's name is mud, for she
Has KI at ter ed sil his dust
Philadelphia Pries.
The Evening gun-10c. a week.
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e could you find clothing
to equal ours at regular •
prices.
Nowhere now can you
I find clothing to equal itat such a great reduc-tion—one-third off 211 .
two and
suits.
•
iIf you drop in to seethe high character of .
our clothes you will ap-
preciate more what this
sale means:-
Nowhere i n season
41 41
.0vrtrmnibiir NArtplacorisi
who any agreement with the Commercial
• Telegraphers' Union and will have
nothing to do with the striking op-
erators, This information was re-
ceived in Chicago today by President
Small from a member of the commit-
tee of -upeieteis who held a confer-
ence in New York with General Man-
ager Melville E. Stone to consider the
strike situation.
Striking operators formerly em-
ployed by the Associated Press at
Omaha, Kansas City, St. Louis, St.
'Joseph, Denver, Salt Lake City, San-
Francisco and -intermediate points
sent a telegram to President Small
In which theye said:
S'We will never return to work un-
less we get all we asked for. Then
we will wipe out all elld scores,
pledges ourselves re live up to the
titnony. contract and devote ourselves to th.
Mrs. Walter Mathews, 1250° North best Interest of the nation and outThirteenth street, Paducah, Ky.,
says; "I have used two boxes of
Doan's Kidney Pills and they have
dope more to relieve me of a lame
back and pain in my left side than
all the other medicines I ever used.
Before using theist I suffered everts
thing with my back and side. At
times L was hardly able to do my
three piece 
. 
attending ill effects. Usually you are housework. I saw Doan's Kidney
as 111 from the customary medical Pills highly recommended so I pro-
prescriptions as front the illness, but, cured them at DuBois Son & Co.'s
&rug state. Welt them as directed
this. Let me tell you at,any'
es in Osteopathy tyou experience Intorne of
and have'been more than pleased
Ings of the New Hunchakiets. As a
result his life has been threatened bi
members of the order and he has
turned over several of these letters
to Chief Shippy and asked for pro-
tection. The Hunchakists in West
Pullman and Waukegan are embit-
tered against the "kin?' because of
his connection with one of the anti-
Hunchalest societies and because
they believe that he has systematic-
In Circuit Court.
Mamie against Henry Shelley for
divorce on grounds of alleged aban-
di.nment They were married during
1898 in Tennessee. She asks the re-
storation of her maiden n tine, Mamie
Campbell.
Cecil Reed, receiver fil•el a report
ir bankruptcy court yesterday show-
ing a collection of $556.10 before the
Renton Mercantile company was
forced into bankruptcy. Nearrf the
WEAK, WHARX—WOMEN. . . .
Learn the Cause of Daily Woe,' and
End Them.
IIUNCHAKISTS ARE
IN BOMB BUSINESS
Chicago Member of Death So-
ciety Confesses.
Took Wire To Roston When Com-
manded and Fingers Were Blown
Off In Kaperlsoeol.
IS CONDEMNED ..1117 THE ORDER.
Chicago, Aug. 21.—An Armenian
committee In Chicago, which votes
the death of rich Armenians who re-
fuse to contribute funds to Armenian
revolutionary societies, and an ex-
perimental bomb factory for "pur-
poses of trier were discovered yes-
tit•--resittt -of the detention
by the police of Manoog Guragiau,
member of the organization.
The bomb factory is located in
Waukegan, according to the state-
ments of the Armenian. In a signed.
statement given to Lieutenant Ro-
han and Detective Sergeants Howe
and Quinn he declared that he had
been sent east by the New iluncha-
klat society for the purpose of ex-
perimenting with nitroglycerin, wires
and batteries in Worcester, Mass.,
and other eastern cities.
Here is Uuragian's stateuienC
"I belonged to the Old Hunchakist
order from 1896 to 1900. Then I left
that order. I became a member of
the New Hunchakist society in 1904, '
but I hale° not been identified wilt.
the organisation for the last tee
Years. In the spring of 1904 I re.
ed an order from the ..New Hun
kist.society to go to Boston.
been practicing with citric:001es
tended for use in Turkey at Weis.
gain. While attempting to strike
match against the top of a dynamite'
cap, the cap exploded and blew oc'
my lingers and the end of my thumb.'
When ordered to Boston t took
with me some wire batteries, fuses,
caps, etc. I did pot have any nitric
acid nor nitroglecerin until I reach-
ed New York. The acids, etc., I put-
chased there if I remember correct-
ly. I went to Worceeter. Maas., where
I reported to the committee, who
were going to send me to Turkey to
experiment with the explosives, but
411-siccouut of the tact that my, fin-
gers were blown away it was thought
that I would be to easy of identilli-
cation there and I came back to Chi-
cago. I did not see Kissak Its:11011*n
if he was in Chicago to take any or-
ders from the New Hunchakists. I
do not know that he was here. I an:
not active as a member,
On the occasion of my going to
New York, Boston and Worcester I
shipped one battery ahead of me for
experimental purposes. This battery
was subsequently sent to 61 , Main
street, Worcester, Mass., where I se-
cured it, but I made no use of the
explosives or the batteries there at
that time. The order of the New
Hunchakists holds national meet-
ings at Boston on January 1 and
July 4 of each year. One of these
meetings was held at flehburst this
year.
The revelation of the eilstence of
the local "death voters" came as a
result of the recent murder of the
rich Armenian merchant, Tavasan-
jian in New York.
Threaten Chit ago Man.
The "king" of the local Armenians,
Joe B. Jechian, is said to be the man
p IVEDNESD1Y, Al'OPST 21. 1,11
Union Made Hats
We have a Fall Hat display, to
which the foremost hatters of
America contributed. For general
attractiveness and pleasing variety
for men, boys and children we be-
lieve our showing has never been
matched in this city.
Handsome blocks' in derbys;
smart styles in soft hats; choice
styles of hats, caps, tams, toques,
etc., for children.
Men's Hats $1.50, $2 to $3
We fit headwear to the face and
figure as well to the head.
The Clothing Store That Carries the
"UNION STORE CARD"
323
Broadway
DESBERGER'S
GRANO,L,AtheoHrofind DERCLOTMENs.LEA
—
323
Broadway
A..) been resealing Armenian seceets
outsiders.
When seen last night Bzjechlan
die not seem to be alarmed by the
threats he Fed received, According to
his statements the threats sent out by
the Hunchakists do not reach the
danger stage until the fourth or
"red" letter IS **la Out. It is custo-
mary, according to his statement, for
prominent Armenians to receive
three "blue" or ordinary letters writ-
ten in blue or purple ink. These let-
ters, each stronger in- its langttalla
than the preceding, call upon hhn
for contributions to the revolutloaary
funds or his life and property will be
assailed.
lov 
IN THE COURTS
artat—e-r•r•r—rwe 4
Magistrate's Court.
Pill! Stephon and wife, of Me-
chanicsburg, will be tried at 3
o'clock this afternoon by Magistrate
C. W. Emery for the allegel sale of
intoxicants without a license.
The case against Sam Hollan,
Aaron Tilley and John Bulger, for the
alleged sale of intoxicants, near St.
Johns two weeks ago, without a li-
cense. -was set for thissmornIng but
conttiined until-Saturday.
entire amount was pal clout.
James
In Circuit Court.
Foster filed suit
Mary Foater, for divorce. He alleges
that she has been drunk on numerous
occasions, and has been guilty of Im-
moral conduce.' They were married
in )905.
Friedman, Keller & company
against Jeff J. Read for 169.211, a::
leged due on account.
Mike Kiernan against Frank and
Hattie Owens, for an alleged ntite,
amounting to $140.60.
Deeds Flied.
s
W. If Judd to Hiram Smedley,
power of attorney.
A. E. Boyd, trustee, to Anna Reh-
kopf, property on Washington street
between Fifth and Fourth streets,
$6.796.
John Kuppe to Anna R. Miller,
property in the county, $75.
Marriage Licenses,
James Mosley to leans. Grcsveg.
Teacher—"Tell me, my emu, what
the children of Israel did wben,theY
caste out of the Red Sea!"
Pupil—"Dried thetnee'ves
Americain illustre.
TELEGRAPHERS
(Continued from First page.)
nadian connections of the Postal com-
pany are over the Wires of the Ca-
nadian -Pacific railroad.
The Associated Press will not make
revealed the interior freak-
SOUND LOGIC.
August and- September are two
months when one has to be very care-
ful about every condition that makes
for good, or bad health. The system
Is usually beginning to feel the strain
of the hot summer mouths and the
different organs -need but very little
to throw them into complete disor-
der and result in probably a fatal ill-
ness.
Good health is assured however if
you heed nature's gentle warnings,
and are in any measure discreet.
The usual summer disorders—ma-
laria, general worn-out, and run-
down, conditionsi billonsneSs, stomach
and bowel disorders of all kinds,
chronic or acute headaches sleet
readily, and very quickly, to the'Os-
teopathic treatment, and hive no
the great succeeds I am having with
the treatment In Partureb. L shall re-
fer you to peep'e yeti knots well for
the evidence, and who will tell you
Just what it has done fOr thena•
n ("I PROAGE,
1
516 Broadway, I , 1406.
When the back aches and throbs
When housework- is torture.
When night brings no rest or sleep,
When urinary disorders set in
Women's lot is a weary one.
There Is no way to. escape teem
woes.
Doan's Kidney Pills cure such ills.
Have cured women here in Padu-
cah.
This is one Paducah woman's tea-
with the reselts."
Pot sale by all, dealers. Price 60
cents. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo,
New York, sole agents for the United
Sates.
Itememlwr the namc..---Drians—
Lnd take ho *thee,
employer. Settle It now for all time
otherwise there will be diseatiefac
tion. lisle is the final word from us:
Mob Attacks Office,
Los Angeles, Cal., Aug. 21.— A -
armed mob attacked the office of tie
Postal Telegraph company at Ash
fork, Arta., and broke every winte
in the building with a rain of bul
The lives of four employes were eu
(Wagered but, as far as is known only
one was injuied. latest dimpletchesi
troffi Aahfork state that arrange- '
ments were being made by the Man-
ager of the office there to run a sp.-
cial engine to Prescott, county seat
or Yav.ipai county. to brim.: the sho- ,
iff and a sufficient nuMberof deputies ,
I
to quell the not. The shooting. be-
gan ,at 1 o'clock this morning, but
the Postal ern's:uses made no reeist-
againstlence. Vice President Nally,of the Pos-
tal company, wired from New York
that he had taken the matter up with
the federal authorities *at Washing-
ton. Superlatenient Lewis notified
Governor Kibben
immediate action.
and was promised
Athitration tennmittee,
Washington, Aug. 91.- --President
Samuel Gompers, of, the Awrican
Federation of Labor, yeeterde'y re-
ported to the exeeutive council of the
Federation that he John Mitchell, of
Indianapolis, and Daniel J. Keefe, of
Detroit. had been 'entrusted by
United Labor with an attempt ta
bring about "an honorable adjust-
tnetn of the telegraphers' strike at an
opportune tines"
Mr. Campers was asked when he
thought that time would arrive, and
replied that he could not say; that it
might be "in as hour, a week, or a
month, or perhaps not at at. "
YOU DON'T HAVE TO WAIT
Ever y dose makes you feelbetter. Laz-Pos
keeps your whole Insides tight. Sold on the
money-back plan swerywnere.• Price 50 cents.
—Place your -brders ror wedJI g
invitations at borne. The Sun is
showing as great an assortment as
you will find anywhere, at prices
much lower than you will have to
pay elsewhere.
WHEN
You Want Any
Printing
You Usually
Want it at Once
THE
Sun Job Rooms
Phone 358-8
_
Does all kinds of printing
We {lave the men who know
how to do your work just as
it should be done, and we
make an effort all all times to
give you just what you want.
L,et US figure with you the
next time you n ed any print-
ing—prObably We can save
you Some money. ,We know
we can give you satisfactory
work, and give it' to you
promptly.
se"
•
• 14 4
4
4
a
Ii
a
has
14 4
t
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I e
rate is only 25c a month.
-Hotel Belvedere Cafe, John
• Burns, steward. Soft shell crabs.
frogs and all the seasonable delica-
cies.
WEDNIRSDAY, ArCIVST 21.
udy, 91tillips (Ceo.
% tts-ana nitatatwan:
Ifadies' 9arasol3
All colors, silk of linen, priced for this week
9rice
$4.00 Paraao1s......$2.00 12.00 Paraaols .. $1.00
13 00 Para8018-_ 1.50 /1.001ParfttiolS .50
None ZACepted--- AU 50,
Dr. Pendley rtng 416.
-WANTED Fifty ship carpenters.
Paducah Marine Railway company.
-Dr. Hoyer residence phooe 464;
*Sloe 175.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath. 4004
Broadway. Phone 196.
-City subscribers to the Daily
Sun who wish the delivery of 'their
papers stopped must notify out col-
itietors or make the requests direct
to The Sun office. No attention will
be paid to such orders when given
to carriers. Sun Publishing Cu.
--We give yoU better carriagp and
better service fur the money than
Is given by any transfer company in
America. Fine carriages for spee,tai
occaitions on short melee; also .le-
gut livery r.gs. Pa'iner Trapsfer Co
• --e-KetlAks"from $ to $25. Soiree
sary supplies that make kodakIng
thing new in the line and all nem]
pleasant, at R. D. Clements & Co.
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarians,
427 El. Third. Old phone t345; new
phone 351.
-Mr. John H. Settle, who reoeutly
resigned as prescription clerk at Mc-
Phereon's drug store, Fourth street
and Broadway, has formed a partner-
ship with Mr. A. L. Wilson, and
will open a drug store in Princeton,
Ky. Mr. James Nagel ?has succeeded
tie Settle at the McPherson store.
-Have The Sun mailed to you or
any of your fetends plug away for
the summer. The address will be
net rot water works of the Illinois
changed as oriel] as desired, and the
Central. went to Louisville toditte On
business. He had been in Paducah
several days.
Piping for sewer laterals to con-
nect the Illinois Central shops with
-Gasoline boats for outing par- sanitary sewirs, is being received by
ties and hunting trips, furnished, the Illinois Central,. and is being
with licensed operator by Motor Boat
stored until work of installing them
()nage Co. Old phone 1113.
RAILROAD NOTES
known Illinois Central machinist,
was culled home to Springfield, Ill.,
--Mr. T. L. Houston, secretary
and treasurer of the Stutz Candy
company, has disposed of his inter-
ests in the concern and gone to Louis-
ville. He is ;11 end sold out on ac-
count of bad health.
-Perpetual green lawn grass seed
Itint receiver. Branson's, 529 Broad-
way.
--Dir. B. L. Brad:ey, driving his
Ford runabout automobile, collided
with Joe Barnhart, of Mechanics-
burg, who was on a wheel, at Fourth
'street and Broadway last night at
9:30 o'clock. The rear wheel of the
bicycle was demolished, but Barn-
hart escaped.
In a special car 19 members of the
Mississippi State Rifle team passed
through the city today en route to
Camp Perry, In Ohio, where they will
represent Mississippi in the national
meet. They arn under the command
of Adjutant Geseeral Fridge. and are
among the most.accurate,ethooters of
the rifle in effissIssippl7
-Local No. 3413 Union Musicians,
tomorrow night are giving at Wallace
park pavilion, what will be the most
pretentious dance of the su
son. All the orchestral musicians of
the city will participate, forming two
orchestras, of eight pieces each.
These two orchestras will alternate
in. playing, furnishing continuous
music so that no matter. how large
the crowd•may be there will be no
necessity orniTfloor being crowded.
Admission is fifty 'cents: the right of
admission Is reserved,-Lut all well
disposed respeetable persons are cor-
dially welcome.
• - v----The Modern Woodmen of Amen.
'a will give a fraternal entertaintnetil
with refreshments at Lone Oak Sat-
nrday night.
-One of the most interesting chil-
dren's hour talks at the public li-
brary will be that-made next Satur-
day at 4 o'clock by the Rev. J. R.
Clark, who will talk on "What I
ehould Like to know About Great
Men."
Notice.
All members of Manchester Gown
29 will meet with Mrs. Mike Diemen
Thursday Iftfrnoon for the purpose
ter organizing drill team Mn':IsC-
,
`Mao )as an Invitation to ge to Mur-
ray to exemplify work
MRS. A.
State RepresentatitC.
•
Illsbil Want ads. for results.
last night, by a telegram, announcing
the serious nine.* of his mOther.
Louisville is furnishing a number
of machinists or Paducah shops. apd
any Louisville boys aro arriving
daily to take the places of "transi-
ents."
Gus Tarelkeld. colored, a laborer
emoloeed by the Illinois Ceutral at
Newborn, Tenn., was brought to the
city- yeeterdae with his right foot
Mashed, susotined in being run over
by a hand car.
Master Mecbanic It. E. Fulnier, of
the Illinois Central, went to Louis-
ville this morning with J. CI Nieuffer
&minima superintendent of maeltin-
ery of the Illinois Central.
Coati], No. 1542, which was dam:
aged In a rear end collision of pas-
senger trains at the Union station on
Sunday morning, Is in the coach
shops here for repairs.
Luke T. Burradell, time keeper In
the Illinois Geirral planing will, in
at Grand Rivers today checking bad
order cars. -
Mr. B. B. Dame, acting day epera-
tor in the Illinois Central passenger
station, has returned to White Plains
He had been acting for Operator S.
W. James, who was on a bridal trip
Mr. Charles Knowles, superintend-
ean begin.
Mr. J. G. fieuffer, avaistant super-
intendent of machinery of the Illi-
nois Central, went to Louisville this
morning in private car, No. 6, after
spending two nights and a day in
Paducah, one of the longest periods
he ever remained in Paducah. It is
Understood that, boatees looking after
the enormous amount of work in the
Political] shops, he also looked into
the conditions of the ratio:tad hospi-
tal management. Machinists want
direct representation by a member of
their ranks on the board.
Messrs: Charles Snyder and Odie
Hunt, 1S114 Jackson street, popular
employes of the Illinois Central, re-
signed their position as boilermakers'
helpers this morning and left for
Louisville, whernethey have accepted
positions.
•
J.*.
PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS
"t1TrE PADI7CAH EVENING SUN.
4
Party Prom Martin, Tenn.
For a round trip up the Tennessee
river on the steamer Clyde 17 young
people arrived today at noon from
Martin, Tenn. They will leave on the
steamer this evening at 6 o'clock, and
return next Tuesday . morning. In
the party were: Misses Georgia Bow.
der, Neva Hall, Frances Fieher, Vtv-
au Mayo, Louise Dudley, Alie Smith,
.-wan William., Zell Hankins, and
Messrs. C. M. Martin, J. M. Martin,
W. L. Martin, Frank Smith. Alfred
emith, George Farmer, J. W. Rankin,
Mr. and Mrs. Hayden Wilson are
chaperoning the party. The young
people antkiipate a jolly time on the
trip.
In Honor of Visitors.
In honor of Miss Ruby Flack, of
Maylleld, Ky., guest of Miss Ethel
Robertson, of Jefferson street, and
.Miss Polly Burin, of Clarkeville,
Tenn., the guest of Miss Effie Polk,
of the Mayfield road, a dance was
Mr. Charles Ackerman, a well igivee neat evening at Waiace park by
some of the young men of the city.
All present report an enjoyable time.
Lautich Party:
In honor 'Of theft filthy Flack, of
Mayfield, who is visiting Miss Ethel
Robertson, a iauneh party will be
given this evening. The party will
take lunch, which will be served at a
desirable point, returning at 9
o'clock
Popular Couple.
Mauy friends of the popular cou-
ple will be surprieed to. learn that E
L, Blake, the popular fireman on the
Paducah-Cairo local, and secretary-
treasurer of the B. -L. of F. and Miss
Ebro Story, operator in the Home
Telephone company office, were mar-
ried at noon today at the Halliday
House, Cairo. Mr. Blake, who is one
of the best kuown railroad men in
the city, and his bride will return to-
night. Mr. Blake resides at 1242
North Twelfth street, and his bride
lived on North Fourth street.
Mies Mary Cements has returned
to her home in Morgauffeld, after a
visit to Mrs. Ben Vise, 2011 Clements
streets. e
Mrs. W. C. Rickman and daugh-
ter, Stella, 1824 Bridge street, have
returned home from Dawson Springs
after a visit to relatives for two
weeks.
.Mr. Richard Holland was the guest
of Dr: and Mrs. S. Z. Holland, of
Orahamville, last night.
Mrs. Harry Wallace and children
are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Milton
Buchanan, of Maxon Mills.
Miss Johnnie Beard, of Hopi:in/t-
ele, Is visiting Dr. and Mrs. 5, Z.
Holland, of Graharaville. Mrs. Hoe
:and and Miss Beard went to Wood-
ville today on a visit to Messrs. Will
and Lem* Rossington.
Mr. and Mrs. .J. H. A-A-craft will
ieave this evening for Chicago to
vtiet their son, E. B. Ashcroft.
Miss Robbie Hay, deputy circuit
-.deft, has returned from her ea.-a-
:ion.
Mr. Richard Geagen ated children.
Richard and Jearmaine arrived to-
lay from Memphis on a visit to Mr.
and Mrs. R. Geagen, 61,4 Clay Parsee
old other relatives. -
Miss Lawrence McAdams, of 621
North Twelfth street, arrived today
from Mayfield from 'a visit to friends.
Miss Ruby Farmer arrived today
from Fulton on a visit to Miss Car-
lye Farmer.
Miss Tillie McConnell is danger-
HOTEL ETIQUETTL.
Prop• rietor: "For heaven's sake, look at the way that fsi!ow is sitting there!
Go over and ask him if he is crazy!"
Waitert "Shall I wait for an answer, sir?"
•
eusey ! of ft.v
tic r Ai.
roe street.
Miss Name.- Bags-e1 and
Lillians Mulliken are visitilie ii
son Springs.
Mr. S. W. James, oiteretot at the
Illinois Central passenger station, and
bride, returned from Dixon Springs
this morning, and Mr. James resumed
his duties the station.
Mr. H. H. Loving went to Prince-
ton this morning on businiiss
Miss' Margery. Loving lies returned
from Sebree.
Mrs. H. If. Loving anil daughter
Miss Robbie, have ret uiied front
Providence and Madleonville, where
they visited friends and relatives.
Miss Edna Knowles went to Louis-
ville this morning to visit.
Miss Bertha Smith. of Keel!, ar-
rived this morning to visit Mr. and
Mrs. J, M. Bud) Quarles.
Mise Louise Janes will return to-
day from Mt. Vernon, Ind.. after vis-
iting her sister, Mrs. Cleat Wilcox.
Mrs. Ed Roos and little daughter,
Margaret, 1227 Jefferson street, left
last night for Lake Geneva. Mich., to
visit relatives.
Mr. A. E. Finney, 1123 Broadway,
has returned from Carbondale,
after visiting Mrs. E. C. Glass.
Mho Emma Mix has returned from
ii visit In Indiana..
Misses Ella and Dorothy Schrader
and Miss Magdtline Dieterle, of Mt.
Vernon, Ind., who have been visiting
Miss Etta Beckenbaugh, returned
home yesterday.
Henry Maminen, of Owtneboro, is
visiting relatives In the city.
Mr L. D. Threlkeid returned
Smithiand today after a business t p
in the city.
Mr. John G. Miller hes returned
front leddyville, where he Sent to at-
tend court.
Mr. Jesse Worten. of Oklahoma,
Is visiting in the city. He will he
here two weeks .
Mr. and Mrs. H C. Hollies have
returned from Dawson Springs.
Mrs. John Meacham, of Kelly's
station, is visiting her sister, Mrs.
C. W. Me.achirrn, 4.00 South Third
street.
Mr. Seldon Oeburn, of 314 Ken-
tupky avenue, is precariously ill of
typhoid-malarial fever.
Mrs. F:. M. Lebrer and Miss Rosa
Lehrer have returned from Dixon
Springs.
Mre. D. J. Hubbell and daughters,
Mabel and Genevieve, returned to
their home In Frankfort today after
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Hubbell.
lit12 Jefferson street.
Mr. P. 0. Ayre went' to Grand
Rivers today on a short business trip
Mrs. George C. Gray and daugh-
ter, Ellis, of 'Marion, returned home
today after visiting Mrs. Hughes Mc-
Knight and Dr. and Mrs. W. H. San-
ders, of Arcadia.
GOLD GOES ABROAD.
Miss
Das-
Over Thirty Millions Shipped Since
Last of May.
New York. Aug. 21.-Mueller,
Sehall & Co., of this city, today an-
nounced the engagement of $600.000
in gold for shipment to Gerrnsny on
Thursday. They added that their
London agents have an option on the
gold and may claim it on reaching
Plymouth, otherwise it will go te
Bremen. The shipment is in the na-
One of a special traneaction, not in
the usual line of gold vanoportation,
hut nevertheless ki made possible by
the advanced rate of foreign ex-
changes. This brings the total gold
exported snae May 27, -when the
firet gold engagement for Europe on
this movement was announced, to
$30,$650, of which $25,260,000 ha3
gone to Paris, $2,750,000 to London,
41.600,000 to Amsterdam and $1.-
000.00u engaged yesterday and today
to Bremen.
In Bankruptcy,
Lumber valued-at $351f *as order-
ed turned over Ito the Ferguson-Pal-
mer mill by the Paducah Furniture
Mannfacluring company yesterday by
Referee in Bankruptcy E. W. Bagby.
The lumber was sold several 'weeks
ago, and the bill never paid. "
Hearing of a petition filed In Louis-
ville to force the Southern Peanut
company, this city, into bankruptcy,
has been postponed until August 26
This afternoon John flock, trUstee
of the bankrupt Paducah Furniture
Manufacturing company, filed a pe-
tition with Referee in Bankruptcy E.
W. Beaty, asking for authoriti to
sell at private sale the steamer
Monte Bauer. for $2;001). The ap-
praised value Is $1,54)s), Referee
Bagby issued an order toscreditors to
appear before him on August 81 and
give reasons, if any exisit. -why the
order of private sale 'should _nese be
made.
Fall Races
.ANNUAL HORSE SHOW
Paducah,
Sept. 24th, 2,eh, litith and
27th
$6,000 Parws and Premiunus,
 ss•
before congress.
?On May 20, 1907, while Judge
Landis had still under consideration
the judgment In the Chicago & Alton
case, Commissioner Smith's illogical
and partisan report on pipe lines was
made public. The commissioner's
second report on petroleum privies
and profits, a %holy false deduction
from incomplete facts, was sent in
advance to the press for publication
on August 6 in the knowledge thee
Jfidge Landis would pronounce judg-
ment August 3. Here surely is evi-
dence of a combination influencing
all sources of public opinion.
"What motive underlies the eram-
Paign of defamation need not here be
discussed, but for all, friends and
foes, and it is reiterated that the
Standard Oil company is carrying on
a widespread business of great no-
STANDARD TALKS
RETURN., To ATTACK ON GOV-
ER NNIENT OF' U. 5,
Says Administration Is Attempting to
Work Prees %gain.. Rig
'frost.
New York, Aug. , 21. -The direc-
tors of the Standard Oil today issued
Li pamphlet to its employes and stock-
holders relative to the fine of $29,-
240,00S1 Imposed on the Standard 011
company of Indiana. The pamphlet
contains a statement front President
Moffat, president of the Standard Oil
company, and copies Of a number or
articles favorably to the
company, taken from various Ameri-
can newspapers. The especially note-
worthy feature of the pamphlet Is
its introductory statement, which Is
as follows:
"The case has been taken on appeal
to the higher courts, to which we
must look for that calm jud
which will rescue the rights of the
citizens front the field of public
clamor and from the domain of vin-
dictive politics"
"So persistent and adroit has breu
the warfare waged with all the over-
powering authority of time federal
adniimistratIon against the Standa
Oil company that it hart been mani
fitly diffi-elt to get k fa-ir hearing
fore the public or in a large portion
of the' press, theelatter, to its great
harm swayed alike by socialistic
outcry from below the political pres-
sure from above
"As proof of the latter it may be
noted that in the president's message
of May 4, 194r6, attack was made on
the Standard Oil company for the par
pose of forcing the passage of the
bill remitting the duty on denatured
alcohol -- a rneaeuie _In which the
company was not interested. WANT ADS.
"On May 17, 1906, the issue of
Commissioner Garfield's report on
petroleum transportation, a tissue of Subwrilvens inserting want MIX in
old misrepresentations, was timed to The San eel kindly remember Gust
influence the Hepburn rate bill thee a11 such item., are to be paid for
tioawhe: the ad is inserted, the rule ale.
plying co svcry one without excep-
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2301.
MITCHELLS for high-grade bicy-
cles, 326-328 South Third street.
FOR RENT-t-Apartment In -ea
North Sixth Street. Geo. Rawleigh.
WANTED--To buy trunk. Address
C. care Sue.
WANTED-GIRL for general
housework. Ring Old 2692. New 546.
CLEANING and pres......4
done. James Duffy. Phone 462-a,
FOR RENT-Three room cottage.
Atm!). to 1335 Trimble street,
-Folt ROOMS comfortable and neat
go to 1309 Jefferson street.
PAti111 FfV111
ilegss:41111a1111101101111I 
Water Koolers
At
HART'S
GOOD and CHEAP
fiE0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
Incorporated.
I:. _TEAMS wanted at Fifth and •
Monroe avenIII-. Apply to tiontrattor
FOR RENT-Front room with or
without board, 421 South Sixth. Old
'phone 1949.
MEN-Our illustrated catalogue
explains how we teach barber trade
in a few weeks mailed free. Moier
Barber College, St Louis, Mo,
JUST RECEIVHD-1,0-00 pairs of
high-grade sample shoes. Regular
prices $4, $5 and e$6 shoes. We of-
fer these bargains at $2, $2.50 and
$3 per pair. Ben Klein, under New
Richmond House.
FOR SALE- Good farm in Liv-
ingston counts 1. tulle front Coffee
lauding, on public road; 5o moo of
land, lo acres orchard. Good 4-
room house. Land all cultivated.
Good out buildings. Apply 424 Kin-
caid avenue. Phone lese, W. H. Bo-
lin
FISHEILIES DlePUTE.
- FURNtSHED ROOM for rent - To it.' Taken itefore Hague Confer-
eilEY for Settlement.408 Washington. Phone 25it1i.
FOR heating ai.d stovewood ring
437 F. Levitt.
ment to the prosperity of the Amen-, FOR DRY WOOD, old phone
ean penile in absolute obedience and 2361.
to the spirit and letter of the law
Attacks upon it of the kind described
are aimed at the nation's industrial
and mercantile life"
--Don't fail to hear Mr. Ben Fow-
ler, the tenor :anger and Herman
Norris, the boy wonder, also illustrat-
ed songs and moving pictures. Wed-
nesday, Thursday and Friday, 21, 22
and 23, at Rosy Electric Theater, Ad-
mission 5 cents.
- 'Mr. J. L. Dunn. of 1641 Clay street
who Is ill of malarial fever, is no bet-
ter today.
"Life isa species of energy,
and each man expends his en-
ergy in those things whiCii
chiefly delight hint." Aristotle
Here are elotLes for the
energetic.
Shirts that will stand the
strain.
Trousers that will hold
their shape.
This week a special sal..
of outing trousers in flannel,
serges,. dark and fancy
eheviots.
All trousers at a discount
of 25 per cent.
c5T
London, Aug. 21.-The American
government, which has taken the lead
at The Hague peace conference in en-
WANTED-Fifty ship carpenters. deavoring to promote arbitration,
Paducah Marine Railway company.
COOK WANTED-327' .South
Fourth street. Chris Liebe!.
_
QOOK WANTED--Colored pre-
ferred.-Both phones 415.
will be responsible for giving The
Hague tribunal the most importer'
rase yet ,submitted to it, in the-New
Foundland fisheries dispute, which
undoubtedly wifl, be taken there as ,
W. D. BROWN Concrete Conirac- result of negotiations conducted
tor. Ornamental and Waterproof London between the foreign ()Mee
work a specialty. Phone 2820.
FOR THE BEST sandwiches, chile
and hot tamales. call g., Ill Vs
South Third street.
FOR SALE-rive fine quarter oak
settee,. Almost new. 9i14 Kentucky
avenue. Old phone 506.
- FOR HICKORY stove- wood and
sawdust telephone Robert Smith,
New Phone 763.
FOR SALE-IrIve year old driving
mare, city, broke. G. E. Fleklin, 1640
Clay. ,
W ANT EiD--Gf r L_and boy to feed
()reuse- Piaucan Print-Mg and Book
Binding Co.
CLOTHES cleaned and pressed.
All work guaranteed. Solomon, The
Tailor, 113 South Third street. Phone
1016-a.
WHEN BUYING HARNESS, Sad-
i dles or repair at the Paducah Harnett.,
land Saddle Co., you are getting the
best. 204 Kentucky avenue.
I FOR RENT-The barber shop
iSeventh street opposite the
house. Possession given at once
Apply at Biederman'* store.
FOR RENT OR SALE-Eleven
room house on South Sixth street be-
tween Clark and Washington. Newly
painted and In good condVion. Apply
to H. A. Petter.
FOR RENle-----Two six room coo
tagee 602 and 506 .North Seventh
street. All modern' conveniencee.
Furnished If desired, Phone 2365
-LOST-Between Seventh and
Eighth on Tennessee street a baby
slipper. BOnder return to 631 Ten-
nessee st rent.
-LACt-IES----Our-catalogue explains
how we teach hairdressing, menieur-
eplatefacial massage, etc., In few
"Weeks mailed free. ;Motor Coilege
tia
WANTED - Experienced double
entre bookkeeper. Must be accurate
Ind able rorrespondent. State age,
previous employment and salary ex-
iat tee .N(larr Z rare The Sun.
and the American ambassador, Whit.
law Reid.
Mulai Halls Proclaimed Sultan.
Paris, Aug. 21.--The
morning declares Gen. Dr e.
egraphed the minister of ear. melee:
for reinforcements. The sante paper
publishes a dispatch front its corres-
poadelft at Casa Blanca confirming
the report *that Mutat Haile, brother
of the sultan of Morocco, was pro
claimed written on Augtuat..16, in the
mosque at Morocco-City. This indi-
cates a revolt against the-sultan, the
correspon-dent _continues, and a reviv-
al of fanaticism is bound to follow.
Mutat .14afiz will raise the green ban-
ner of the prophet anti be followed be
half the empire.
They met face to face at a seaside
resort.
on "Let rite see," the-young man said.
er---*wasn't I engaged to yiet
ace?"
"Twice." answered the young wo-
man, bowingcoliely and passing on--
Chicago Tribune.
-Wits Manyrocks-Do you think mr
breaking the engagement will make
you very unhappy. Algye
Algy Antiwork-Awfully. I'll have
to go to work neitin -Chicago News.
C. E. KIDD 4 0, R. KIDD
Physicians and Surgeons
Office 609 Bro•dway
Both Phones
()nice 1116. Residence si
R. 'MILTON BOARD
Office I oluinbla Minding.
WI Dr. J. Q. Taylor.
Phone. Idence, Palnier Howse
Mice. Both phones 4Z.
Hours-141 to 12: 4:30 to 5:30; T as •
8; Suede'', 10 to JUL
PkOPRTX
F
LAN
An Undivided
A WHAT DEMOCRACY
BARGAIN DOES FOR SOUTH
I N
AR'
111111.1111111111111M11111111SSIIIIIIMIS
Estate Must
Sold at Once
lanummiammmi
SITUATED within
a mile and a
half of Trenton, Ky.,
a town of 2,000 peo-
ple, having good
schools, churches,
rural deliveries, tele-
phone connections
throughout the
county and a rich
surrounding territory
Owned by well-to-do
farmers, this farm
commernis itself to
anyone seeking good
farm lands in a high-
class farming sec-
tion of beautiful
country with social
advantages. Tract
embraces 306 acres of
good land, ail of •
which is in a high
state of cultivation,
with the exception of
50 acres of timber.
Onethe place there is
one residence of
seven rooms, one
large stock-tam-
ficent to accommo-
date twenty head o
stock, besides spa-
cious hay .loft and
corn cribs, three
large tobacco barns,
three good tenant
houe.fs, fine well and
cistern, large or-
chard, vineyard,
plenty of stock water,
etc. The price will
he named Upon ap-
plication at this office.
Now is the time to•
-see what_khe land will..._ •
prqduce. Telephone
127 or call at office.
1111111111IMIN
H.C.Hollins
3114 life is a different thing, power.
• foot' good eOd-fashioned Democrat; I "It is a at range turn of fate that
tuft it has some disadvantages for a the only hope of freedom or escape
Oepublicon. to all the great army of honest Dem,
, do not remember now a elagle totrats is in the party of the oppotra
;man of the old-time leaders of Ken- lion.
A. E. Willson Asks Citizens tOltucky Democracy who has any voice Democracy in South.
Lift Voice of state. (today In the management of the state "I might ask what has the Demo-
or even of the Democratic party. Car-,cratic party of the nation done for
'lisle and Lindsay have taken refuge-the Deamorals of the booth?
fin, New York; Jo Blackburn has tak-1 "Twenty-three years ago iii my
en his final stand In the last ditch at.catnpaign for congress in 1884, I in-
Panama. by the grace of a Republican
,sisted that a Republican represeata-
president, and no tonanks to the Detn+ive would stand for the .real send-
ocratia party--No flowers—and Sen- Meat and business needs of our peo-
ator McCreary, good, honest, kind, pie. and his election would give him interests of the party at large?
i•Plit!ble old Democrats always devot-;a Ponrer for our benefit which nQ Demi' "You make this a Rei;ubllean state
RE,I to Kentucky and Kentuckians, al- locratin congrosman could have, and 1 next fall and OU will flee those north
ways kindly and always useful, ie,insiated that our bread and butteolern Democrats sit no and take notice,
• • th the home comforts, needs and and YOU will earthose no th rn
Should Play important Part in
cile of \roams, But Is Slab-
ARRAIGNS STOLE '1'11E N1ACRINE.
Maysl!.'. Ky., It was hot merely
the openitig gun of the campaign
that as fired by Augu
t 1 
etua B. Will-
se, Republican eandidate for gover-
nor al Kentucky who addressed'the
crowd that packed the Washington
went house here this taternoon. from
pit to dome, but it was a broadside
which riddled the already sinking
hull of the Democratic ship of state.
B
Mr. Willson delivered a dignified,e „unmistakable and inspiring state-
ont of his atUtude on public quest-
owls, and his definition of his' inten-
tion was so clear-cot that there was
no mistaking either his meaning or
the fact that the Mason
tile. his "home loins,"
agree n with him.
On acoount of the attack which had
been made upon the Republican
platform in its treatment of the liquor
question, that {tertian of MT. Will-
eon's spee,h which.dealt With- that
subject was awaited with unusual in-
terest. He held to it to the last and
it IVas a sane, practical ind simple
solution of a greit problem.
Willoot Stands for Sunday 
elosio(losing.Brietly Mr. Willson stund  firmly
for Sunday closing, for striat regula-
tion of the “tiouns. and for seal tem.
perance; but he is opposed to fanat-
ical and de structive legislation which
t;P-43 to exierretiliateo b1:-.cOttfutiatio
root and branch, a trade In whieb at
I. esailonanat.a00 is invested in this
elate, and on the collaterithopf which
most of the money In the state'banks
I; loaned. The crowd was fairly
swept off its feet sOth enthusiasm
when Mr. Willson,. tholared, without
namine names, that de es not be-
lieve that sincerity co oists In preach-
ing tel!iperhncP practicing booze
The alleocil insincerity of the Dem-
ocrats in their reform crusade was
eiven an exposure utile)] showed the
m es otIv vilitch are behind the plan.
and whieh contrast strangely with
the fat thai the liquor interests gave
money to eleet lookham, and were
then, accord:ro to Mr. Willson.
rhrown down.
In his speech he old:
Ketiturky Democracy.
"Within my memory the Democrat-
ic party In Kenteekt, while it had
tot a perfect conimand of reason and
wisdom, and was not always onre of
keeping the ship of state off the rocks
was sincere, earnest and patriotla in
its wIrh to serve the state Ifsefully,
and there were omen ellose names
were justly held in h, in those
(e. \
THE PADUCAH EVENTING SUN.
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iciuiesaocked eiedutu and due caution ton) pue woo to tree tOe hold of this i ployed coutteel, could setitule to de-
! n-of speech. But times have chauged. tyrantio and that is, to vate it out of fend.
"It has openly, shamelessly read
county peos
thoroughly
very practical idea of it, have taken
poarsession of the state and the Dem
°craftc party, body and 'britches ' and
divided It up among themselves for
corruptly violated the square deal,
intentfon of the Democratic national
ticket. I am here on a mission to
bring Kentucky into its own. Into
Its rightful place as a gate, having a
voice in the affairs of the great na-
tional parties. I am going to appeal
to the Demoerats of the sooth to put
Kentucky and all the other states of
this section into the ranks of inde-
pendency, *here they will have to be
ireekoned with by both parties. Did
you ever know the south to be con-
sulted on any question affecting the
coneigaed, to innocuous desuetude: a alt r ftc-
aciw spirit has come over things, the hopes of business_ and labor, all be-publicans talking about the fellows
Democratic people who used to take longed On the Republican side, and 1/tiown in Kentucky, and both I:Art.1es
an active part in all the public and asked them what it was that tiedlin Kentucky Will at once be given a
party affairs, have not only been dis- us to the Democratic party against place and voice in thP greater con-
regarded and setleside, but they do our business interests and all our
not even think they have any part in hopes?
choosing the candidates of their "I told, our people how the north-
party. ern Democrats had voted against thetie c. 
in whi-h the combination of
"e are treated to real political bonded bill; had begrudged us every
appropriation fof the south, and hao
nmen who may not let their right hand ever since the war found a southern
know what their left hand doeth, Out Democrat goo4 enough or great
come near enough to it t have a enough to please the pious Tammany
Democratic party even for a caucil-
date for vice poseident.
"I appealtd to our people and told
them that the best interests and
their personal, private and peculiar hopes of the south are with the Re-
enjoyment. Publican party; that the way to na•
"The Demo:retie party today is tional honot and distinction, to our
not the old Democratic party. The just thereat' the goverpment of a re-
Democratic voters have tin say; PV- Public aud in the determinatiou of
cry thing is cut and dried and eressed its policies was through the Repubil-
and burned in the aombination, who can party, and could never be through
have farmed their clutches not only the Democratic party, and that it was
upon the state government. but upon time to shake off the feeling of the
the very soul and body of the Dem_ dark days of the war, and to realize
mratic party. And today Democratic that now there is no darkness in
hearts are' made sick. Democratic those days: that the light of freedom,
faith is shakes, Demooratie honor is the ItiY 01 ea country saved, and the 1st the =CNA eligibLe candidate to
outraged, Democratic sense is the prayers of both recto, emancipated, stand on the platform, the honor
graced and made ashamed by the one from slavery and the other should go her way.
b,azen effontery, presumption aa4 from joid prejudice's, .otade them glor-
greed of the ass who rule. the Demo- Iona and lousing days.
cratie party and the committee, gild "And from that day to' this this has
who take unto themselves all of the seemed to me one of the most Im-
cerns of the whole country.
"The Courier-Journal of July 3
quoted from the News-Leader, of
Richmond, Va., the following pass-
age:
Knifing the South.
" 'The Courier-Journol in' discuss-
ing the question of a candidate on
the national Democratic ticket With
reference to section and his antece-
dents takes the ground that a south-
ern man would be knifed; and argued
that the knife would be stuck still
deeper if he shonld have served in
the Confederate army.
" 'This newspaper has steadfastly
contended that the section from
which the candidate hails should
have nothing to do with the proposi-
tion; it has never advocated the nom-
ination of a southern man because he
was a southern man, but stood on the
doctrine of principles, not man.
claiming, of course, that all things
being equal, if the south could turn-
" 'Howeeer, if the position of the
Courier-Journal is to be accepted,
is the logical deduction that It is
time for the Democratic party to go
power and all of the rights of a great portant, If not the !lost iniportant out of commission. If after all these
people, thing, for all men of the south, and years of buttressing the fundamentals
"What has the new and selfish man especially all mem of Kefitucky, to of Democracy, the south is still to be
&gement of the Democratic party consider. Year after year I have toted ostracized on the issue of candidacy,
done for Kentucky? It has squandered upon our people that we no longer be-
rot only -the great fund gathered by long to the ruling classes, even in a
the Republican administrato and republic; that none of us, Democrats
$1,300,000 collected from th7 United or Republicans, had any real voice In
States, but it has put a blanket mOrt- the policy ef or choice of our partias.
gage on the taxes of the future by
creating tow districts which no hon-
est man can defend to any ether hon-
est man.
"It has enacted for carrupt pur-
poses and criminal briboy the plea-
Mon certificate law. It his used offi-
cers of the peace and the law to
break the pen,e and the law, and to
Democrats beestute they exercised no
independence, the itepubitmuis be-
cause they ocrogsplisbed no useful
end, and year by year this has grown
upon us until
the south is a danger ' the Union,
and% reproach and Witham*. to every
one of us in both parties.
"The relief is so simple that At is
today the condition of
fiieis'gwrs and chief offenders In a hard to' believe. We have not tang
carnleal of crime, fraud and danger.
"And these gross fru4 of wicked-
nopi and oppression have not stop-
ped with robbing political opponents
of justice and rights, but have taken
away the liberties and tights of Dem-
ocrats, too, the best men In .their
party, who would not bow the knee
to frauds and to wrong.
''It ha come to e o that there is
Mariboroug
Broadway, 36th and 37th Si.., Herald Square, New York
ate t Centrally Located Hotel on
ay. Only ten nrirlutel wait
te 2; leading theatres. Completely
rrno%ated and transformed in every
t. up-to-date in all re-
. • I .1rpho.ie in each room.
Four Beautiful Diug Rooms
with Capacity of 1200.
The Famous
Cerrnan Restaurant
Broa hitt aura, tin for !, c-
cial Food , aud Popolar Mu
Earepsan Fla.. 400 looms. 206 laths.
15 tc• for Roomy 51.50 arid upward. 12.00 and tApraed wither*. Parfet, P.reirnool and Bath
CaT $3.00 and uv•rod. St ,DO titt• 1.11.•It t•e0 1.1111111101 eamprig, dry& ROOM.
 WRITE limit BOOK LET. 
SWEENEY-TIERNEY HOTEL COMPANY
E. M. 'nERNEY. Marmger
EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE
Real Estate Agency.
FREE REAL ESTATE PRICE LIST
• Fraternity Building. Both Phones 835
since enjoyed it: we have only to
show the world that we think for our-
aelves; that we ohoose for ourselves;
that we vote for ourselves and our
country; that we are not led by the
nose in blind tubsetvience to old war
cries and party names, but that we
decide things like other reasonable
people, according to our interest and
our sense: we could not expect the
north
when
could
to rely upob our judgment
we never exercised It so they
know the quality of it.
Kentucky's Voice,
"There is no reason why Kentucky
-hould not have just as much voice
ti the polity of the government and
In the selection of - the chief magis-
trate of this country as Wisconsin—
at least no reason that is not our own
fault. The time has come, indeed. It
because she is the south, the. situa-
tion resolves itself into the conclu-
sion that Democracy is becoming a
fart-.'. But we resent the idea of
slamming the door in the face .of
southern candidacy, and on the
ground of sectionalism, as being a
travesty on the foundations of the
party and an insult to the south.'
"In commenting upon this, the
Courier-Journal said;
" 'If the south happens to have a
man Nigger than his section -big
enough to spread. out thiek over the
north and west, then his availability
as a candidate would still depend up-
on his pdpularity in the debatable
states. these debatable- 'slates being
Mr the most part northern and west-
ern--the voters are not In either see-
tion all angels yet;but Union and Con
federate out of the question, the
Democrats cannot afford to put up
sr-unknown southern man, whilst
they might put up an unknown north-
ern man.'
"The New York Sun of August
In at editorial on an interview with
Senator Bacon, of Georgia, states:
'It is true that all thoughtful and in-
fluential southern Democrats would
be glad tosfInd a standard-bearer for
190S amone their own number to
break the silence of forty years, to
tivow off the yoke of a convention
sanctioned by more than a genera-
MIL
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We have several good driving horses nor sale at reamombie prices and
will ouarantee them as represented. Call and see tnetn.
THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
INCORPORATED
Ling and Boarding Sup. Furth Street and leatecky benne.
•
FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable.
I AMERICAN-GRMAN NATIONAL BANK
CITY TRANSFER CO
New located at
Olaube r' s Stable.
We are ready for all Kinds af hauling.
TEEEPIIONE 499
^
being able to atOn as own- *glints;
the combined powers of the old
world.
Less than a score of years ago and
printing presses were praotioally un-
mnown in Japan and boOlts were ,a
rarity. Last year the presses' of this
marvelously progressive nation Woo-
ed out more books than all of the
presses of England and America.
Jell the IIT.11.,r, ,
(wen to the ro
has been at our door for thirty years, tion of unquestioning. observancO, to
when we should wake up, shake our- dendunce a superstition none the less
selves from the dream and go to binding because it was nalther juati-
thinking, and deciding and acting up- fled In equity nor morals—these are
011-04dr desielon just like other fiealth7.- achievements virtually impossible In
people that are awake, the absence of some inspiring initi-
:We have acted as though we were ative. Long lottred to subserviency.
born deprived of some of the natural trained to aatient accetptance Of the
8€11 SPII The people eaf % the ootintr y inferior position, accustomed to sit
have got In the habit of thinking that below the nit at meals,andto feteil
we no more us' our minds on public p and carry in the game, southern Dem-
questions than a stone-deaf man ocrats have become incapable of tut-
uses his eyes. They no more eitheat underitandlog, much leas of stout-
us to think than they expect the blind ,ly asserting their title to the higher
to see or the deaf to bear, and it part-
would be laughable if it were not crY-I " 'Is such the predicament of the
southern Democrats? Possessing ev-able. I Fon not alone in this line of
thought. It is not strange that a Re-lery equality of legdership, do ,they
publican thought of It first, but it is faint-heartedly _refuse to lead; equip-
strange how hang It took some of theteed with valor, brains and steadfast-
best Democrats to thtrik oi It. InaFF, are they conteht to serve as
"In my address in the Twelfth wavd ,common henchmen under moute-
bapke and weaklings? They haveI nskrri: 'What has the Democratic
party done for the south since the !long since wearied of the humiliating
twar?' NYIll somebody enlighten me? servitude. Have they no power of re-
fail to see the marks of' its ljecting it? Are they like men steep-benefit.-
cLespairin lethargy, andgr-nee. Why, there has never been a:ed in 6°1"
southerner good enough to tack o sentenoed to l wait a miracle forn
"to the generally useless' offices for po- their emancipation?'
litical henchmen and workers to
make Governor Beckham senator, Au
ditor Hager governor anti then sons-
worthy of serious consideration. Lesstor, and Treasurer Bose-oath auditor than half a century ago JApanese gen-
land perhaps then governor and sea- era's weet clad In armor and armed
Tutor. 
% 
only- with fans, with which they way-
"What hail It done for the really ed their spear-armed hordes to con-
great Democratic leaders, the 'heroes Met.
of Demeter-ace? What has it done fort Now the ink is hardly cold on the
Wbich told of how title little na-the live, Bettye and useful ex-ronfed-
tfepne, hardly conaidored in the rankcraters? It has Mottled the honorable
name of Kett-twelsatentocraey 
of Bret-ants* 'powers, had overthrowno
-witri the greatt Northern Bear, the mi-re-Wes again-et free and equal else- lion which had so long bean feared
Hong which no man, not even em- by gum"and considered
Signs of Japaneire Progress.
All other things aside, Japan is
Whitt Marl leaky Had.
, Mary had a little lamb
With mashed potatoes One,
!Then the had a dozen smelts
And topped awl off with wine.
Mary had an easy mark--
I think his name was Jones—.
lAdoway what Mary had
1 Cost Jonetoy tweaty bones,
—.Buffalo News. 4
The Ray-8111w, 'tun---sne. a week.
Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
— Ince rpc 
,
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES I
house wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
13.134 N. Pourtli it. IThtIrloss 7147
GUY NANCE & SON
Undertakers and Embalmers
211-213 S. Third St. Paducah, KN.
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P' Pastok II !Indy, P Puryear
Prwsldsot. Counties Ass,stent Vaabirer.
CITIZENS' SAVINOS SANK
Inc•rworstwa
Capital ••-•-• • .rc ••-• • 011iat • • • ..•••
Surplus • al .• 
tato..kbolders liability ..••
•
Total security to depowitors  
Accounts of ladicidnals and
aikall as well as large depositors
wart WOOS treatment.
• ••• • • !Mr eeeeee • • • 4111110400
•• • •••  e• saoo•
•••.•. Iowa
limo Asia
Arms solicited. We appreciate
and aretred to all Use soma
Interest Paid on Time Deposit,
OPX/4 SATURDAY NIGHTS FROM T TO 8 901.042111L
Third and Broadway
Look at the Stamp on
Bottled in Bond Whiskies
Very frequently the most inferior
goods depond on their sale by having
a green stamp oil the neck of the
bottle. This counts for nothing with-
out merit and quality is in the bottle.
Early Times-
And
Jack Beam
Is nine summers old. The goy-
ment stamp will so indicate.
•
p.
•
•
#
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a
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- WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 21.
A Bold Step.
To overcome the welagromicted and
reasionattle objections of the moot intel-
ligent to the use of secret, tuedieluel cone
pounds, Dr. R. V. Pierce, of Buffalo, N.
Y.. some time ago, decided to Tn.: lit. a Ixeld
departttre from the usual I:wires pursued
by the makers Of tattrup 1110111C I !ler, for do-
tnestle use, roue.so has published broad-
last undo.y to the whole world, a full
eud comp e list of all the ingredients
entering in heel tion of his widely
cciettrated I c Thus he has taken
het flume s trons and patients Intel
his full n! mce. Thus tett he has re-
move edicines from among secret
noer of doubtful merits, and made
them . yincdica of Known C'urriposttion.
Iji2 , 
D eailmwq
rnit P encs
H' talLaly,. t to
at 
ret only does the wiapperiof ever, bottleof. Dr. Pierce's Ouiden Medi-al Discovery, thefamous !mallet:le fur weak stetniarli. I Irpldher or tviliousatess and all e at arrLal diseases'wherever located. hat, printed it. fitplateEnalu,h„ • full and I...nitric!, list, of 141tire imminent,. eyymi.y.linr It., but a smallLi. ,k has tweit coin piled frian numerousblander,' medical sorks, of all the differentWhouls ,,f cunt aleingerery nuttier-oux extracts from the writings of leading
practitioners of enclonyIng"fa the
strony.xt eu'It and every ingre-dient contained In Dr. l'ierce's medicines.One ut these little books will be mailed free
to in/ one sending address on post t1 card or
begetter. to Dr. It. V. Pierce, Itutralo, N. Y..and reridestiag the 00100. Falai this littlebook It will be !corm-titbit Dr. t'ierce's meti-
'clime contain no abs,liul. nentotics. mineral
agentsor other poisymoue or injurious agentsanti that they are main. riven native, medial-
Sal rool s of great veldt.; also that /4/0140 oftirc ralusl,le InartslienUs 00111ftifted in
fIr l'n.ree's Favorite Prescripi ion for weak.nervous, over-worked. "run-th.sn," nervOUll•11,1 .1,-1,11Itsted Wu!, /•11, . midoped. lung
yuar, a., tir the !MAISEL' for similar allawntsaffiska,g their squaws. In fact. one of themost v•Iiiiriirt medicinal pl an !sintering Intothe iimnosition of Dr. Pierce', Favurite l're-illerintlon was known to the ludiatts as• Seisms-West." Our knowledge of the uses
of not a few of Our s ',doable native. me-
Camel plants Was gale,..1 the Indiana
As made up by rt..,,,,/1 /I exact pro-
0000011. e"avori Prescription' is a must
ellelent nglat‘rly for regulating ail tlic wom-anly ?unctions. corns', int ritsular'ernevalk V.Do tl &Pam. antevendon. anti reuenterslots.overcoming painful toning up thepeeves aneidoliVring shim a perfe.-t at ate ufbealUt. all deskeN to rissilcira 
PAID FOR LAND WITR •
A HERD (Ho GOATS.
Tullahoma, Tenn., Aug. 21.—An
hundred Years ago the natives in this
mate usually paid their iaxes in fox
skins, wolf scalps and other kinds of
pens, but it remained for the progres-
sive, shrewd, quick-to-get-there Tun
iabomians to set 'another fashion
The new vogue when trading in real
estate, ifiey haven't the ready coin,
en to SubWElite ittiffiethrtig else. S. S.
Blackburn owned -a tract of land, Ab
Barton wanted it, but not being load-
ed down with spot money offered the
owner of the land a large herd of
mountain goats. Barton dad not
know hoe !veiny goats there were in
:he flock. neither. did Blackman, but
after (etiolating in hilt own mind the
value of the land and the number of
goats in sight, he agreed to trade and,
low Illackman'to farm is alive with
bleating "Billies" and the dogs of
that neighborhood are keeping the
shepherd awake at night for fear of
an Invasion by -the hungry canine's.
4 - uateauslyeehelliet b
unique.
DEAUTIletn. WOUEN
Plump eheeke flushed wit& the soft
glow of health and a pure yomplealon,make all women heatettfues -Take a
III11111 dose of Ilerblite after; each meal:et wilt prevent rsanatipatiola and help
digest what you have eaten. Mrs. Wm.
M. Stroud, MidInt Ma" Tex.. writes.
May 31, 1901: INVe have used Her-blip, in ear faintly fey eight year.., and
Vitriol it the best medicine we over
WO for constiontion, bilious fever andmedal la." Sold by J. R. flehlschlaegee.
Lang Bro. arid C. rt.
MAGILLS GET CHANGE OF VENCE
Judge Cochran Decides That Trial
Shall Be At Derettur,
Decatur, lii., Aug. 21.—Judge
Cochran, holding court it Sullivan,
today granted a change of venue
to Fred H. Megill and his bride, ac
rutted of the murder, at Clinton. of
the first MM. Magill. The action was
taken on the ground that prejudice
would prevent the defendants hav-
ing a -fair 'trial at Clinton. The trial
will be held. at Decatur at the No-
vember term of the circuit court.
Few things choke sympathy quick-
er than 'cherished sorrow..
Oak Dale Hotel
Entroceleport. Ill.
hits $1 a Bay. EnrItilag 0 II
Wei a Lactase Prretrass.
il410-1-S-WELLII. PADUCAH ANT
O&LHO LIN&
vkanevitle cad Paducah Packets
(Incorporated)
(Daliy Except Sunday.)
Steamers Joe Fowler and John 6
Hopkins, loave_ Paducan for Evans
Ville and way landings at 11 a. m.
Special excursion rate now in el
feet from Paducah to Evansville an
r•tlire. Elegant mug. on ths
boat. Tabl- unsurpassed.
STEAMICH DICE' FOWLER
'ACT,/ Pee acab for Ostro and wa.
landings at 8 a. m sharpe, daily, ea
Sept Sunday. Special excursion rates
now in effeet from Paducah to Cain
and return, with or without meals
lied Toone Good music and table an
lartelamed •
For further, Information apply to
1. Powler General Pave. Agent, Or
Hives Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
Fairlar-C.rnfribangla • owe. own
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THE LION AND
THE MOUSE.
By CHARLES KLEIN.
.1 Story of American Life Novelized From Me Play
ARTHUR HORNBLOW. v
COPYRIGHT. 1906, BY G. W. DILLINGHAM COMPAPT.
(('ontiutted from last Wee.)
CHAPTER XIII.
IHRLEY entered upon ber new
duties in the Ryder household
two days later. She had re-
writes' to her rooms the even-
ing of her meeting with the financier
In a state bordering upon hysteria. Tile
clay's events bad been so extraordinary
that it seemed to her they could not be
real and that she must be it, a dream.
The-car ride to Seventy-fourth street,
the interview In the library. the dis-
covery of her father's letters, the offer
to write the biography and, what to
her was still more important, the invi-
tation to go and live in the Ryder home
:-all these Incidents were so remarka-
ble anti untested that it was only with
dtalculty that the girl persuaded her-
self that they were not figmeuteoof a
dasordeied Icralu.
Init it was all tree enough. The next
mooting's mail brought a letter front
Mrs. Ryder, who wrote to the effect
that Mr. Itytier,would like the work to
begie at once and adding that a mit of
rooms WOIlhl be ready for her the fol-
lowing afternoon. Shirley did not kes-
Retie Everything was to be gained by
making the Ryder residence her head-
quarters. her father's very life depend-
ing upou the successful outcome of her
present !Weston, and this unboped for
opportunity practically !toured suc-
cess. She immediately wrote to Maisseo
apequa. One letter was to her mother,
aping that she was extending her vie-
it beyond the time orighutiLtislenond
The other letter was to Stott. She told
tins all about the interview with Ry-
der, Informed him of the discovery of
the letters and After explaining the me
_tilt:, of the work offered to her said
that ber address for the next ten-
weeks would be in care of John Bur-
kett Ryder. All was going better than
she bad dared to. hope. Everything
seemed to favor their plan. her fleet
step, of course, while in the Ryder
home would he Ist mecum possession of
her father's letters, and these site
would el:sprach at once to liassepequa
so they elated be laid before the senate
without delay.
So. after settling acconuts with her
lanelatly and packing up her few be-
loegiuge. Shirley lost no titre in trans-
ferring herself to-the more luxurious
quarters provkle.d for her in the $10,-
000.000 mansion uptown.
At the Ryder house the was received
Trf and *lth 'every mere of con-
sides-aeon. The housekeeper came
down te the main hail to•ereet her
when she arrived and esseveted her to
the stet cf rooms, eomprieing a small
workieg library, n bedroom Mainly
but nit:laity furnished in pink and
whits dad a private bathroom wIdeb
had hetet specially Prepared for her
contenlence and comfort. and here
presently she wlas joined by Mrs. Ry
der.
"Dear me," exclaimed the finnuceer's
wife, staring curlonsly et Shirley,
-what a yoting girl you ace to-have
made such a stSs with a book: How
-11d yres do It? I'm pan. I couldn't
It's et muse as I VALI do to write a
letter, And hilt the time that's not
legible..
"Oh, it wasn't so hard!" laughed
Shirley. "It was the subject that ap-
pealed rather tban nay special shill of
mine. The trUsts rntl their miedeella
are' the faeorite espies Of the hoer.
The whole country is talking about
nothing el''. My book came at the
right tme, that's ell"
Althonch "The Atne-pan Octopus"
we's a direct attack on her own hus-
band. Mrs. Ryder secretly admired this
young woman who bad dared to speak
a few blunt truths. It was a courage
which, abet, she had niways lacked her
self, but there was a certain satisfao-
tion lit knowing there eere N%001P11 itt
the world not entirely cowed by the
tyrant mate
"L have always wanted a daughter,"
went on Mrs. Ryder, bethamiug confi-
dential, while Shirley removed her
things and made herself at home.
"Girls of your age are so cornpanloon-
ble." Then abruptly she asked, "Do
your parents !lee in New York?" -
Shirley's face flushed, and she stoop-
ed over her trunk to hide her embar-
rassment.
"No-not at present." she answered
evasively. "My mother and father are
In the country."
She ems afraid that more queritiods
if a persAmt nature would follow, bet
"What a voung girl you are to have
made such a stir!"
o
apparently Mrs. Ryder wits not in an
Inquialtive mod, for she asked uoth-
hig further. She only said:
"I have a sou. bht I don't see much
of ten. You must meet tuy Jeffersou.
He is such a Wee boy."
Shirley tried to loon unconcerned as
she replied:
al wet him yesterday. Mr. Ryder
tutruthisseel him to tue."
el'oer lad! He has his troubles, too,"
weut on Sirs. Ryder. "Ile's In love
with a girl, but his father wants him
to marry some one else. They're (mar-
veling over it all the time."
"Partsuts shouldn't interfere In mat-
ters of 'the heart," saki Shirley de-
cisively. "What is more serious than
tbeschooaing of a life caniptinleu, and
who ere better...entitled to make a free
select:en thau they who tire going to
spend the rest of their days together?
Of cesee it is a father's duty to give
his son Me benefit of his riper expert
enee, but to freest one marriage baited
only on business interests is little less
than a crime. There are cousidern
teem more importaut if the union ics It
be a happy or a lasting one. The chief
tiling Is that the man should ,feel rent
attatinneut for the wentan he marrica.
Two people who are to live together ae
man and wife usual be compatible in
tastes and temper. You eannet mix
oil anti waese. It is these, selfish mar-
riages which keep our divorce ceurts
hues,. Money alone waun buy happi-
ness In marriage."
4-0 tersafre. aysTer. 'No one
knows that letter than I."
The financier's wife was alreaily
most favorably impressed eith her
nett and she chatted on Le It she feel
known Sitheey for Years.' It was re-re-
ly that she bad heard so paws: a wom-
an express sueh conimen sense views,
and the morn she talked with her the
less surprised elle was that she was
the author of a much diseuesed bouk.
Finally, tithe:lug that Shirley neeht
prefer to be alone, she mete to go, bid-
ding tier make heresif thoniughly gt
itene nail to ring for anything she
tilieht wish. A maid bad been assign-
ed to look exclusively after her wants,
and site could have her meals served in
her room or else hat'e them with the
family, as she liked. But Shirley, not
caring to eneounter Mr. Itylers 'cunt,
seat:chino stare more often than neees
sary, said she would prefer to take her
meek, &low.
Left to herself, Shirley settled down
to work in earnest. Mr. Ryder hail
sent to her room all the material for
the Itloggapky, and soon she was CO0i-
pkitely absoebed iv the task of sorting
and arranging *Item making extracts
from records. compiling data, etc- lay-
ing the foundatans for the'ltintortinit
book abe Was to write. She wondered
what they would call it, and she smiled
as e peculiarly appropriate title dash-
ed through her miust--The Uistory of
a Crime." Yet she thought they could
hardly infringe on Victor Hugo. Per-
haps the best title was the simplest--
"The History at the Empire Trading
Company." Every ow would under-
stand that it tokl the stow of John
Burkett Ryder's remarkable career
from his earliest beginnings to the
present titre. She worked feverishly
all that evening getting the material
Into shape. and the following day
found her early at her desk, No one
disturbed her, and she wrote steadily
on until noon. Mrs. Ryder only once
putting her head in the door to wish-
her good morning.
After luncheon Shirley decided that
the weather eras too glorious to remain
tudoore. Her health must tot be Jeop-
ardized even to advance the interests
of the Coloesties so she put on her hat
and left the house to go for a walk.
Por the
CHAFING DISH
Denatured
AlcotiCA
We take pleasure In announc-
ing that we now have Denatured
Alcohol for our trade. It is to
be used for burning purposes
only, as nearly every one now
knows, but for use in the arts
and mechanics it is the most
economical and satisfactory rue
known.
Cheaper than wood aloohol, it
also burns without any of Its
offensive odor. Next time try
it in your chafing dish or alco-
hol heater; it will be a revela-
tion to you. Be sure to plume
WINSTEAD'S, for no other
Paducah druggist handles It.
moth Phones 756.
15C 3( pt. and bottle; to rebate
;tor bottle. isrse
25c 1 pt. and bottle; 10c rebate
for bottle.
3R 2 pt. and bottle; 10e rebate "
for battle.
5.11. WINSTEAD
Mogi Service in 'e.,- plisee Nut
!Seventh arnilinsseiway.
•-•
You Take No
Chances
Neither do we. We do not
deliver your medicine until
we age satisfied that it is per-
fectly right in every detail.
A medicine made by us is.—.
what the preseription cans
\
for, nothing more .or few_
M C PHIllSON'S
Drug' Store
The air smelled sweet to her after be-
ing confined so long indoors, and she
walked with a more elastic and buoy-
ant step than she luta millets her return
home. Turning down Fifth avenue.
she entered the park at Seventy-second
street. following VIP pathway 'Intl! she
tense to the bend' in the driveway op-
poetic the Casino. The pnrk was al-
most deserted at that hour, and there
was a delightful eense of solitude and
u sweet scent of Pew inowii hay from
the freshly cut lawns. she found an
empty bench, well ichatled by an over-
spreadkeg tree, and eat down, grate-
ful for die rest and quiet.
She wondered u hat Jeffery' thought
of her action Iii coming to his father's suit of their terrible experience's, ahouse practically in disguise and uu-
dozen or more of the women are to-der an stastnued nano. She most see
him at once. for In him lay her hopes of day. (unlined to their beds in Mani-
toe hotels and in this city.
The patty started on burros-from
Manitou at 4 o'clock yesterday 'after-
omen to see the sunrise thin morning
tether; 0W' th4tV "4.".4"4111"1.142"lr..r6001 tlit top of -Pike's Peak. Alfully withheld with the deliberate 
of doine him an injury. She had 
pur-
weather was wartu and there werepests 
no indications of a storm, none of th;a moral if not a legal right to recover
the tete= in any way theta's* could, men took alone eve/roasts, and be:
She waa .w? _deeply. ee&roweed in her_ Jew els the. ISIMSE8 saissiesLaboresi.haas
thoughts that she bad not noticed a a light summer jacket. The majority'
imitenin cab which suddenly drew up of the women wore skirt waistswith a jerk at the curb opposite, her I made 
of the lightest materlai.bench. A man jumped out. It was Jef-
fersein. All went well and fast time was
•
PADUCAH PEOPLE
ARE IN BLIZZARD
Experience on Pike's
Will be Remembered.
Nirs Peter Rogers., Mrs. Vera Mill44,111,
Ntlaa Mhanle Wilson and
John Ituitives,
DENVER POST PRINTS STUBS.
Four P.IdUCall ptople wets. ticiene
in a leizzard °a Pike's Insals, and
their relative's here received the first'
account this mousing. Those in the
pai•ty were: Mrs. Peter Rogers, 160s
Broad street: Mrs. Vera 'Wilson astd
Mts. Minnie Wilsou, of Farley pate.
and Mr. John Rupertus, 1 dl Fare •
pewee The party has been gone to;
some titue and will be gone, with the
exce.ption of Mr. Rupertua, the re-
liiiiiteler of the summer. The Denver
Post dt scribes the as follows:
NEARLY PLIUSH 01 PIKE'S PEAK
obtaining possession of the letters.
Certainly she felt no delicacy or cone
rametion in asking Jefferstou to do her
this service. The letters belonged to
(To be continues! In next Issue.)
DON' 811
And lose all interest when help Is
within reach. Herblne wilt make that
liver perform its duties pi-nerdy. J. B.
Vaughn. /Elba. Alm, writes: "Being a
constant anfferer from constipation and
a disordered liver. 1 have found Her-
hint' to be the beet medicine, for these
trodtglea, on the market. 1 have used
t  coitatently. I_ lesIteese. itetee.bee
host medicine of its kind, and I wish
all sufferers from these trouble, In
know the good lierhtne has done me.**
Sold by J. II. nehlschlaeger, Lang Bross
and C. 0,
MISSI0NAK1 LAISOIL
Woman. Aged we- Returns Erten
Field of Louse Duty.
— --
Boston. Aug. 21.---By farI the most
extraordinary of the 'passengers ar-
riving by the (aunard steamship Ir-
e [tea was Mrs. William Butler, who.
Et the age of 88, has spent the last
eleven months In travel.
Fifty years ago Mr. and Mrs. But-
ler founded the Bret Methodist mis-
sion In India. at Lueknow. Mrs. But-
ler, who was accompanied by her
daughter, Miss Clementine utler,
went out to India about a go to
attend the golden jubilee which was
held last Christtnas, and is joie re-
turning.
At the wharf she showed little evi-
dence' of fatigue and appeared to have
seiod the journey as Well as her
daughter.
State Elections for This Year.
Several Important state elections
will he held this year. Massaehusetts,
Rhode Island, New Jereey, Maryland,
Missisaippr and Kentucky elect gov-
ernors in November, 1907, and most
of these states, as well as a few
others, choose on.' or both
branches of their legislatures. The
contests in Rhode Island. New Jersey
and Mars laud will be of especial in-
terest-to the cannery. Rhode Island,
which gave_a plurality of nearly 17,-
ci40 to President -Roosevelt in 1904,
has elected-a democrat to the govera-
orship several times recently, and has
a democratic govern& now. New
Jersey, which was once called the•
northern projection of the solid
south, and which sushi 1896 was
about as reliably dense/crates as South
Carolina. is being "claimed" by the
democrats this year. Maryland has
beep a doubtful state for dhe past
dozen years, swingine from one part
to the other. McKinley carried it in
1896 and 1900, and in 1904 the di-
vision was so close that nobody kgew
who had the state until the
coma was made. Then it was found
that out of a total of 224:WOO, Parker
beat Roosevelt by only 51 votes.
Tourists ()weaken by a lillezaid and
Suffer From the cola,
Twenty-four women and 12 men,
all eastern tourists stopping at Mate
item, came near dying In a blizzard
the atimmit of Pike's Peak list night
from cold eJltl exhaustion. As a re-
being made up the side of the grand
Ion' mountain, when suddenly, as the
!party reached Witely Point, two
!mans from :he summit, a terrine
hilzzaid, forced on by a teeing, cold
vend, swept down upon the sight-
seers front the west. The snow Was
driven in veritable sheets, complete-
subreesrlase-the-asta
the diets to. dismount from their
berroa and seek what little refuses
they could . behind the an:male,
while the men grouped to form a
snow and wind break.
The blizzard raged for 43 minutes
avd when et ceased the side of the
mountain and trail were covered to a
depth of from one to two feet. The
women of the party had become thol-
oughly chilled and many of them hal
to be lifted into the-saddles of the
burros and strapped and Ced on to
prevent them front falling off. A num-
ber of the fair tourtsts feinted and
were given whisky to revive them.
The men of the party held a briet
consultation ane decided that it
would be wiser to continue their
Journey to the top of the peak than
to attempt to return to Mahitote 1::
mile away. The burros, with theiri
chilled and exhausted human loads.
were started toward the top, but the
trail was so tilled with snow that pro-
gress was slow.
Finalis, about midnight, the haul':-
after the blizzard struck Windy
Point, the party reached the Summit
house, more dead than alive. Tea
travelers found the doors of the Sum-
mit hotta locked and bolted and the
heavy wooden blinds at the windows
closed from *Oen. The keeper of
the house was absent, and it was im-
possible to sesta., entrance.
The mentiers of 4-he party %Vey(
COMpe:led to seek shelter during tha
long, cold Weirs of the night on dif-
ferent sides of the building, being
forced frequently to change thee
positions as the wind shifted.
When daylight came the men in
the parts found tools with which they
forced an entrance to the Summit
house and called up the cog road de-
pot at Manitou, begging Manager
Sells to rush up a special tent .with
food and Admit:mats and bring the
tourists 'back to Menem'. This was
Alone as rapidly as possible. When
the train reached Manitou the eight-
veers were a sorry, looking croWd.
Half of the women Were compelled to
hike rarriages to reach- their hotels,
so exhausted and weak were thes.
The burros were left on top Of the
peak for their owners to go after.
18 Years' SuuoS
num whir.
!Ansa by BliiantsS Res. heorpoteted. lc )00.000-00 Cepital
colleges is le States. joy. 1. Draughon. Free
Safe I I Reliable
PRACTICAL BUSINESS
Lawn as the Up-to-Dale BasintaS Schools
I'd 1,11:IONS SECURED or MONEY 
BEIsUNDED• lii",-'
peak FREE onsAYIL keeping, flank  Ti I V persons in each county, debit mg to
A COURSE IN Iltiolt• nest; English, or illustratiti.: FliEl. ttv MAIL
t 
rt It a ad Pen- attend a business conege. ai3O will at once
meatier, el umnatie, Telegraphy, Letter 11'1,/P and send this notice (ttientivoing this
'Serowe, Law, huctianicei Drawing, Buil- paper) to Draugbou's Practical lius. Cohost.:
•
tioN-r antunt.n
When your loitits ache and you suffer
from Ithetimat ism. Buy a bottle of
TtnIlarrre Snow Liniment and get !n-
atant relief. A positive Cure for YthPti-
ROOM at the Top. 
motipm. nitrnit. Cuts. Contracted Mile-
PrOPrietOr--‘'Mr. Adsuni. the corn
-Clef,. Sere Cheat, etc. Mr. I. T. Bogy,
14.evoruhnt I n eynet rIthrhetanhte at W,Itellow
Rrttisrils
!striation to otir vault is exceedingly sense Liniment -the best all rotund Lini-
ment he ever used.' Bold by J. It oche
schhieger, Lang term vied C. 0. Ripley.Intricate, involved, and nerd to re-
tails. Do you want to tackle it?"
Assistant Bookkeeper---"I think 1
c-e-can hold it. Mr. BesSIEE I IV-8- 
fleft In charge at a drug store, said
,the fussy old gentleman. Have you
wearet '7'.,4 ha( end I have an imp-,
nnv diploma? • • .
p-p-pedimeni in my epotseh:" I •
• . 
Why --Arno, ttir. replied the drug
clerk, but we have a preparation of
This World only becomes beautiful our own that's just as sood.—Phila-1
You're rather a Young man to be
ss we titekle-lte-tfapieasa et problems-del-Oita rreinr—
"What has bereme of the male
you thought such a prIzeS" "Oh. I
had to let her go," replied the sec '
fas-hicnable tiOntall. "After her ce
atioo for appendicitis she thought isb -
taer.
HENRY 11AMMEN, ilt.
REMOVISD To THIRD AND
KENTUCKY.
•
iook Binding, Bank Work. Legal
and library Work a specialty.
_
411'. LOUIS AND TENNINSEE
RIVER PACKET (NimpANY
FOR TEN ailiptekiEE RIVIsins
STEINER CLYDE
teas'es Pati-ucalt for Tennessee River
Every Wednesday at 4 p. tn.
A. W. WRIGHT.... ....... Master
EFGENE ROBINSON (nerk
This company Is not respensible
br Invoice charges unless colleted by
the clerk of the boat.
Special excursion rates *tam Pado-
lia te Willenid. Fare for the round
Pip 1840 . Leteres Paducah every
i'sojresIayat a u m
KILL THE COUCH
AND CURE THE LUNGS
wmt Dr. King's
New* Discovery,. _ I
FORoup Hs 
OLuS T.Lir 5.5. Ieee
AND All THROAT AND ttli•C TUSSLES,
G DAMAN TEED SATISFACITOMYN
Ult MUMMY R.EFUNUF.D.
OOOOO ./"../,000 .0/ •
PADUCAH, 311 BROADWAY;
or Evamoille, Memphis or St. Louis. e
KLEMM
giT/JOI
FREE
L!ItcEivoirIZES MANITOU
First-Clase Only-Passenger Service Exclusively
, I ri .014
MISSOURI and ILLINOIS T k roukt..rt.le...Sly
\\?:.Si.' Plqatn., for 1.11.1.1.0..,, arid ilautour
JOS. imtitut.ZHFJM. G. P. A. itaartoir Steamship Co., Chicago, of
R. F. CHU RCN. G. P. S. Milkers Michigan Trans. Co.. Chicago.
OO
Enjoy
the .fl 4ighti
of a Lake Trip
all I / 11-0-1.•
II .1. 0 ic• \
•I,
A .411 1.1-1,.‘t I
t ill,I Ihifl' Ill DV. Ii,.-
,,'I,b.•
be, ,•-en I winds sad
0 Ar C Tirag TAI1t_C
1.5(5 CORI II DIVISION
USW 1:1011. • do I  it SO P.M. LaToi....
&AD COW 441.4 deih, S,.,1 S.
LINN CI. land da,ly . . .10 IS P ht. Latta,' t. or k
Arta. Ostr it Maly 530A. C. .,,a Cronws9.155
Pair Trkpe
.1*.x utttrcir;. ci-4-i-vitZlyjsirbalsts4=s041=1:•;:
Ira&at aamafar taismaral..1sampla.s. Mama L 0. Irak P. A., Ilkassk OWL
OffTRO.T & ct.Et lute° NAV. CO. noon almoo. P•••• 1.4.11".64
FOOT sNAKE EXCITE);
Noirrit Itt KOT.t FARMERS.
have ho-en- t eport (ruin
time by farmers lieeng along
Liver.
eaean, N. D., Aug. ..,:u. Fanners
lithig' a:ii..;; lilt' JaMes r.'egr In Oita 
.,;.%.r 
ti.ettit:‘ ro roesL,. iii .1:,-.,, :., ii"ieh .,., i t".I cuter the r.•;..ior 'I' rt .Y. ut.,"11 it: :y.:...1;.11.15"1.11.1:h wl:ut he .., .
d'se 7 VI'11 411,' . an Int min., sn-mgt. ivr 1-71-11- rrrntra-vrhrr-rry- want NM ATert*. ,- 1
thee-ekoressetember-nrerwer aselleste- -tsaeWsles'tl-hlh&" lla.14"Is sti'"erertil,r. " -i g from linger. s caused
river and are organizing an expt•tle frce, tht tr oust .11.0.t,i1LingAansdaafeee nasfitddoms.
tion to hunt down and exterminate tinil.,..'"`""I byof W.dt,•'s Crrerir Vermifuge will mass
th reptile I )...„. t II I f imel. c.I y I obr end Nada toe 
Two fainters who last week were thrl5c AI "pee. 1;ISC II a teed. Sold b_yJ. II. o •,;y1,,. Liacir‘ r, Lang Bros. and C.
walking through the high grass ne::: ,... ut,i,t, 3.
the edge ot the woods south of ea • .
saw whet they thought was the I IT,.' 1- INDS MON IfNle, ON HIS FARM.
of a tree. They started to step cis
it when it suddenly gave a hiss end
started to move rapidly "ie.*, era ,I1- 
%1 is...II:I:lit atlot,tiimals.:741-itisiuellittit:I.,t,ral De-
klg through the underbrueh 1,0 tile
taf timber. The farmers sere Witch 
- —
s(tightened and did not attempt to 
W i ' • '
its. '—Thos.
----
• • scheasseto the  reptile k. oh. .1 11111111 r laving near
The) say that the snake appeared Ibis to in tee i r hill. Creek Ma-
to' be 20 fete in length and as big itiq ,u Lase cicaeovered an
around as a_good sized limb of a ono 1111/1‘. II:, liii, o and has be-
tree. Since then other farmers also Lump so tieltureattle enter the find
have seen the reptile, which seems to
stay epee to the wooded strip along
the river. the snake is supposed to
be a South American python. Loat
be formed to work it. Wien iekeonyear while a cirrus was exhibiting at
I,a Mourevit was reported that one of has always bet n a poor man and he
the pethons escaped front its cage.
The circus people, it is stated, search-'
ed .for the reptile an it was *Ripos-
te] One they receptured it. It is now
heli. veil that they did not secure the
snake but allowed that irnpression
to get out so that the people In the
neighborhood might not become
a'asined.
T!,.• presence of the enake probe-
by ac-counts for the mysterfoua oils-
appearanee of gees Which
that he absolutely refugee to sell his
land at any print., but says he will
hold it until sone, day a «en n nitay ca
thinks that he cow Bees his way to
riches. Sin.... the time that he bought
the land some years ago he has (eland
teropertnms of iron at-different
places and prings with blue oil In
Meltwater. and this has led hint to
believe that iron exist* in great quan
titles sornewhese on his land. He
gays that the region abounds with the
metal. and lb 41 some (hue there will
'11' great mines opened lie in the
ticinity that will rival any in the
NEW STATE HOTEL. uni" state'.
METROPOLIS, ILL.
D. A. Halley, Prep.
Newest and beat hotel In the city
Rates fre.o0. Two large mantels
morns. Beth rooms, Electric Light*
the only centrally located Hotel wCa One of us-"' Miladeiphia Led
Ihe city,
UOMMERCIAL PATHONAUK SO.
1.1CITUD.
1111111111111.1111111.11111111111 111.111111111111.1.11111
ILLINOIS CENTRAL LA-
CURSION BULI;ETINT.
The following reduced rate.,
are announced:
Louisville, Ky.—Special ex-
cursion, August 27. Good re-
turning Aegust '29. Round
trip $2.50.
Jamestown, Va. — Exposi-
tion, April 19th to November
30th--15 days; $23,75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
$18,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
tor lliferttialion, Apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Deleit.
J. T. Dt/NOVAN,
Agt City TiekeeCilk,
R. M. l'itAT II ER,
Agent Union Depot
111111111111111M11111111111111.111.111111.1111111111$
1Papa wow:
HOT WATER SYSTEM
FOR BUILDING
School Board Filially Adopt
That Plan.
sule-rintendent (*areaway bt Given
Secretary and Allowed Leave of
Absence.
((tat RAcIS LieT LAST NIGHT.
•
Hot eater was ado ed for the
new building on North Wellth street
and the new building, Twelfth and
Jackson etreets, by the school board
in special seselon last eight. The
question of tentilation was what
bothered the board. and Superietend
cut Carnagey was in favor of any
.system eatisfactorily built, and hav-
ing good ventilation. A representa-
tive from the Peck-Hammond com-
pany was present and offered a hot
air heating plant for $1.0e7.50 and
guaranteed the air would he changed
four times an hour
Trustee Kelly made the motion
that the new Longfellow building be
heated with hot water, and the North
Twelfth street with hot air, but he
could not get a second. Trustee
Beckennach made the motion that
the hot water systein he adopted for
all buildings, but he had ill luck in
getting a ea:0nd. Tru.tee Karnes
made the motion that hot air be
adopted and no second responded.
Seeing the situation Trustee Karnes
ete:tly made tbe motion that stoves
b• adopted.
For some time the board lingered
and 'beetled to the representatives,
until Secretary Byrd seconded True-
tee Beekenbach's motion, and every
- twerabor voted "tyle" with the excep-
thin tit Tftliftair IreTrTy. -Mai were:
Congfellow building: J. E. (7oulson.
$2,642; Ed D. Hannan. $2,L99; Fred
Shiffman. $2.690. North Twelfth
street building: Y. E. Coulson, $1.-
1.39; Ed D. Hannan. a1,841! The
contract was unanimously awarded
for the Longfellow school to Ed I)
Hannan, and toi the North Twelfth
street building to J. E. Coulson,
Sewerage System.
Bids were opened for the installing
of the sewerage systems in the new
buildings, and after some discussion
the seat action was adopted by the
board. As the McKinley and Long•
felow buildings are duplicates, the
price for cart building was the same.
The bids for each building: M. M.
Coulson, $1.771.75; Fred Schiffman
$1.S25. and Ed D. Hannan, $1.613
M. M. Coulson was awarded the con-
tract for each building.
Superintendent CarnageY sill be
given a stenographer during the
school-eeision. The ular is fixed
at $25 a month and for ten months.
The board concurred In the action
of the special committee.
After an examination of the beati-
ng% Superintendent Carnagey has
found that 270 new seats are needed.
These are bizes from No. 2 to No. g.
, Plenty oe No. 1 seats are at the
board's disposal and will be used at
some future time. Secretary Byrd
Proved vatuable to the board last
night In questions concerning the
need of semi-. Trustee Byrd has
been ednployed to help remote the
"Pate in the auditorium and pet in
the chairs. New seats were ordered
purchased, Trustee Kelly voting
"nay."
A vacation was granted Superin-
tendent Carnagey beginning August
24, until he has...lame to remove Ms
family and household goois from No-
blesville, Ind. Prof. Carhagey. says
he will return "Seetentber--1.
Trustee Beckenback offered a res-
olution warning all persons of the
danger of elimbing the flagstaff on
top of the High school. The staff is
rotten at the base. What effect this
would have on a claes of boys want-
ing to displace the nant can not
be judged. Fred Hoyer, superin-
tendent of buildings, has a better
-way, and today he rallied all windows
and entrances to the- building and
locked the hatches 'so An entrance to
•the cupola may not be had.
Trustees Morris. Metcalf, Mammon
were abient front last night's Meet-
ing.
The Oen was the only paper that
had a reporter at the meeting.
The Limit of Life,
The most eminent medical seien-
fists are unanimous in the concinaion
that the generally accepted ;imitation
of human life is many years below
the attainment possible with the ad-
vanced knowledge of which the race
oin is now possessed, The critical periml,
that determines its duratidn, seems
to be between 50 and 60; the prop-
er care of the body during this de-
cade cannot be too strongly urged.
carelessness then being fatal to Ion
gevity. Nate WS beat helper ;Mgr SO
Eiectrle Bitter!. the Scientific tonic
tatedicine that revitalises- every or-
of the body. thinratiteed by ail
,•tagiats. Sc.
•
There is not a skirt
in this sale that
is not worth ••••"-,te
•
more money
r^'
-
1= 
40.0,0111,104010.4/016,14 101.12.0044, 
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‘1,3
Out of
Town
C u s=
tomers
If you can't get
here during this
sale write or
telephone us
what you want,
ei vine waist and
hip measure,
also length and
we will ship you_
and skirt except
the 11 98, and
gnarantee satis-
faction.
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An Introductory-- --
SKIRT SALE
TO introduce you to our new Suit Department we are going toput on this introductory sale. We have just received from
one of New York's most up-to-date skirl factories an immense ship-
ment of the very latest creations in skirts. In the lot are contained
the latest fall cuts and trimmings, also the new materials.
You are well aware of the fact that we at all times sell the best
quality for less money. You know what values we give in skirts.
Well now, you can judge what a saving this sale will mean to you.
We have only one price---all marked in plain figures---so you can
see for yourself just what you are getting.
Come early Thursday, for it is possible that we may not have
a skirt of this great lot left by Saturday night, and after Saturday
you can't buy them at this price, so be wise.
This is How the Prices Are
Arrangtd
$18 00 Voiles, handsomely
trimmed, the newest cuts;
three styles; a New York
latest; during this Sig nn
sale  I UAW
$15.00 Voiles, prettily trim-
med, an elegant style tkirt,
will be a leading stcirt this
fall; during
-
 this Sle)
L. du
$12 SO Voiles; three styles;
heavy bandsc trimmed or
plain skirt; a remarkable
good value at $12 50; dur-
iryc this 
$10-00
EXTRA
One lot . of odds
and ends in last
season's skirts.
The I o t contains
greys mostly, i n
plaids and plain.
Some of these skirts
sold. as —h g h as
S12.50 and 815.00.
Your choice f o r
.98
•
This is How the Prices Are
Arranged
$12.50 Wool-Taffeta skirts,
a beauty for wear and r.oth-
ing newer; heavy self folds
o r du ingp lai nt pleated;his  s al 
sale 
lfl
- I U,un un
$10 00 Values, the same as
above, not so heavyt ea nn
during this sale 'DU ,UU
$6.50 Panama skirts, the
best wearing skirt made;
with the new style pleating;
a dandy; during
this sale $5.00
 - THE SKIRTS ON SALE ARE IN BLACK, BLUES AND BROWN-- ----
Alterations on these skirts are
FREE. Extra sizes are among
the lots. .
Z'Oar 000DA &
CA RPZ71.9 ES
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THE STORE
SP THE PEOPLE
Prices marked in >lain figwes.
are doing this to get acquainted
with vou: :
ROUGH HELD
CHARGLD It t elaa,
AN I. 4 iiit‘
, leack other: Jake Bands, false swear-
'Mg
' 
continued; Lizzie Arnold, color-
Would-Re 
D•
e-elite tad F
i
jed, insulting language, continued.De $2.1 or,
Being Too Illeavily Arowill I 
Endorsed By the County.
4.H Street. 
I "The most popular remedy in Ot- 
entering on an area of canals never
!sego county, 'and the best friend of .
equalled In the western hemisphere.
'ty family,' writes Wm. M. Dietz. ed_ The activity results from  two causes,
litor and publisher of the Otsego ' the effects of which have been felt asHenry Rough. colored. charged Journal, Gilbertsylile, N. Y., "is Dr. equally In California and Masitachu-ealth breaking into an Illinois (let,'4 1(intes New Discovery. It has preyed setts as in Minnesota and Texas.Ira) box car filled with bacon and to be an infallible cure for coughs;
billed to Flournoy Bros., last SnudaV and. colds making short -work of the The 
first cause was found in the______
at First and Washington streets; was; worst of them. We always keep a bot-t-eross favoritism shown powerful
held over_forshouee -breaking in ps.';tie in the house. I %believe it to be athippers by the railroads. Rebates
lige court this morning tinder a bona i the most . valttable . prescriptioreand special consideration in the mat-
of e300. A warrant, charging disor- known for Lung and Throat diseas- ter of furnishing cars eflabled the
deny eonduet, issued to-held 
lint'un-,t..1): Guaranteed to never disappolntrisig corperation to fitiorish at Die ei-.
e ataker. Sold by ll druaests--- - -- • pense of the small ehippei. The peo-til evidence for the-greater offense , Price 54c and $1.0a. Trial bottlecould be secured, was filed away. free. , ,ple finally arose, and the result has
been a deluge of federal and state
, laws 'glitch conflict' and cloud the
.situation. working hardship alike to
Great Activity Being Manifested by
Federal Government in Waterways
and dicrderiy, $25 and costa. Cue
!Montgomery and Grant Peal, colored,
gattOng. $20 and costs each; Florence
Inch. colorel. insulting language.
!continued; (It urge Gish and Oakley
INTODoolin. breach of peace,- dismisaed
:and recognized to keep peace with
•
Henry Utley, colored, of Fit:tors
who armed with pistol. hand( uffe. 1111:1111.1N,GTON OFISICI Ls
detective credentials, badge and 21 ---
goodly supply of co•-ai•pe, afetazyestar. Chaim to Have Ni, Known-41gs of alias :the railroads and theft patrons.
day Arrested, was fined $243 and (taste big l'ouctow, The second cause culminated In the
and. given ten . days in jail for "tot- Tient ri% Aug. 2 1.--Ile reingion Of freight congestion of last winter and
ing" the pistol. Hie attorney made ficials of this catyaitaf they have no smarm Whole communities in the
an. appeal for letilency because oof knawaeige of the diaappearance_ f')• 'northwest perishing because the rail-Ctleyat ignorance, the prisoner - be-4 threes registered mall sacks on that roads \could not find the cars In whichlieving the bogus Cincinnatl detce- ;road._ They said all 'Information they to haul coal to thent. and farmerstire agency could delegate power to would have wnitid come through the with their grawarles bursting withbear arms.
Leslie Farmer, a countryman, sue
fined $36 and feints and given ten
days in jail for carrying conceslel
a Weapon. An appeal As granted, 
1.4
Washington, Aug. 21.—Never be-
fore in the history of the United
States has there been. such activity,
both by the federal government and
the individual states, in the develop-
ment of waterways. The country is
paatoflice department. Dental' pogtot- Wheat unable, to purchase even the
ace officia'a staled that they believe- necessities of life because of the larkthe mail bags containing the meney!
of cars in which to get tehir grain towere found missing ,and that they '
Market, aroused the country to thewill be found later. An investigationi r
t h
Other CRAWS: Lonnie Holley, drunk -rile been etartearby The Nebraska end
t v
=V, 
HAVE THE MNtTN
BENT TO YOU
ON i'017R VACATION:
MAILlef) FOR 25(7
A MONTH.
010' said and efforts are being made pace 
with n t r_ . Commerce had
.outstripped them and continued pros-to) locate the parels. So far no trace,
• them has been found tend the 
role,perIty was jeopardised.
y. theory a re den ee. Then it wae -that the people awoke.! e s -C 
to the campaign being waged by the
Tobacco Bales T erow. eational rivers and harbors congress.
Tobacco sales will be held tumor- This organisation had foreseen these
;row bf the Dirk e TobaCco Broviers'icOntations. It had been declarant for
eesoriation at their sales rooms tie years thM riot' only would de-
Broadwae. Between 2t1.0 .and 300 veloped waterways natuially and
hogsheads will be offered for sate, logically settle the- rate question, but
The toba'cco will range from lug* to , thitt the railroads were rapidly
:Mind leaf and aal will be of an ex-'reaelting the stag,e !vixen they would
[
NICOL nnaiitt. It le' earitera'ASTI,Waisolutely unable to handle the
'eV be One Of the best sales of the freight of the country.' The result
issitson,•end it will be lerstele 'Mena. 'was that the nation *Wong with en-
1 Ott Ithuslastic enera Into Aktfa Week of
rehabilitating Its rivers and of build-
ing canals.
Moine 'finale.
Surveys bate just been completed
for the canal from Lake Erie to the
Ohio river. When the waterway is
completed it will be poosible for lake
vessels to carry ore direct from Lake
Superior to the great furnaces In the
Pittsburg district and to transport
coal from the western Pennsylvania
mines to upper lake ports.
Florida has let the contract for a
canal front Jacksonville to KeieWeet.
a distance of SOU Milee: 'it is to be
finished in five years and is to cost
$2,oteeet10. New York has approved
a band issue of el it-0,000,000 for the
Erie cenal; the state of Washington
L considering the appropriation ot
easteo,e00 ter the construction ot
ship channel 32 feet de42p to cottnes
the waters of Puget Sound and hale
Washington, and Massachusetts
about toto have a ship canal cut acne-
Cape Cod, whide when completed
will permit vessels plying between
Boston tind New York to take the
"Inside route" all the way.e ee -
There are 'scores of other projects
either under way or being carefully
considered. There is the deep wale,
way from the lakes to the guff; th
Hennepin canal in Illinois; the rate,
being constructed in Louisiana which ,
, up the rich lumber district
LABOR DAY
ELEBRATED BY THE
BROTHERHOOD Ole CARMEN.
Do Not Affiliate With American Fed-
eration of Labor and They
.tet independently.
As they do not affiliate with the
American Federation of Labor, mem-
bers of the Brotherhond of Railway
Carmen in Paducah are talking of
aranging a quiet Labor Day celebra-
tion among themselves, and at.' a
meeting of the brotherhood to be
held tonight the question will be de-
cided.
and 'he movement afoot to construct
it greater and more comprehensits
canal at Sault Ste. Marie because of
the enormous increase' in late Ion- 1
nage.
The national rivers and harbors
congress hopes to Impress upon the
'national congress the necessity for
appropriating $50,0401i004 a year to i
continue the work rin government I
contracts. Captain,J. F. Ellison. of
Cincinnati, its secretary. Is urging
shippers ant commenities to become
members. so that. the prestige of the,
°ratification may be Increased and is
power for effective lancer he made
wore potent.
Ali order was pawed today lir dif-
ferent parts of the shops calling at-
teution of ,inembers to a meeting of
the brotherhood tonight. "Busineea
of especial imOortince to be trans-
acted," the notice read. An inveete
gallon revealed the Important busi-
ness to be Labor Day celebration ar-
rangements.
"'There is talk among members id
our brotherhood," staled a car re-
palter today. "of chartering a steam-
boat and going to Owen's Cave, up
the Ohio river, to spend the day with
a quiet picnic. A majority of the
members desire such an observanee
of the day, and tonight the appoint-
Ment of a eximmittee to ascertain the
expense, will probably be appointed.
Its report to be reseived at a near
future meeting."
People who have synteathy for lei -
inanity are not sighing for heaven
One Hundred
NEW LINEN SUITS
ust in at
$3.48
 Forfilioice
$3A8
forttimige-
Linen Suits, box coats, extra MI skirts with folds, a few bhies,
but most of them are white. Some of Ahem are a little
soiled and tubbing would help them before they are worn.
These suits are worth 18 to E10, but, as they were bought very
cheap from a large factory-in New York to close out, we will
offer them for sale Friday and Saturday,
choice. $3.48
Sale Opens Friday Morning at 9:30 O'clock.
LEVY'S, - 317 Broadway
4
•
•
